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Holland City News.
VOL.

HOLLAND,

IV.— NO. 38.

MICH.,

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

A WEEKLY NEWSPAPEB,

•
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host of
First Ward Meat Market;
Ma.
Meats always on hand. Eighth street.

Iv

|£UITE,

J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

McUKIDK, G.

W., Attorney at Law and Solidtor in Chancery;ofllce with M. D. Howauu, cor. Eighth and River streets.

iVl

OFFICE : VAN LAN DEGEN D’8 BLOCK.

•

LEYS, P.,

WT"

OWAHD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
l Notary Public; Klver street.

mui

•

*

Eighth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sunsages constantly on hand.

Attorney!.

PUBLI8UED EVERY SATURDAY AT

A*avsan
Market, near comer

j^UTKAU
asa.ni W.,t New
wy Meat
»

WHOLE

1875.

POLITICS AND POLITICIANS.

Meat Market!.

gwsincPS givfttovy.

fthc loltoud City ^euns.

0,

What

arc

Where

tho three political questions

194.

Originated.

it

ten

Commerce in disand repudiation says that tho theory of rag-money
U not new nor was it born in Ohio. Tho

years ago; not the reconstruction of the re*

idea of paying off the bond holders in pa-

that press most urgently and heavily upon
the people of the United Slates?
war, for that was closed

Not

N. Y. Journal of

cussing tho origin

this

more than

The

NO.

of

inflation

voltcd states, for they are taking care of

per currencyis not of late origin, nor was
II., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
themselves;not the public schools, which it first promulgated by any candidate of
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
G. VAN SOHELVEN^ditorand Publisher.
/ \RT, F. J. Couusolsorat Law and Solicitor at
and twine; 8th street.
the silent Grant has eloquently discussed, the Democratic party. Tho lion Thad\ / Chancery. Olllcu. in Nihbelink’sbuilding.
TIBU3 or SUBSCBIPTIOK S2.00 per year in advance. West of Post ofllce.
for they are scarcely yet a matter of pub- dens Stevens of Pennsylvania,a RepubKianfactoriei,Killi, Chops, Etc.

\TAN DBRUAAR,

V

JOB riUNTINO PROMPTLYAND NBATI.Y DONB.

rpEN_____
EYCK,

J.. Attorney
___________
_ at Law and Collecting
Agent. Office In Kenyon's block, 2nd door,

l

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

River street.

ten
tun lines,
lines, ^nonpaivuo
(nonpsfMl,)75
o cunis
cents \MS8CHERA., Attorney at Law, Notary Pub
r tlrst insertion, ami S5 cents for each subselie and Conveyancer.Kenyon's building,
quent Insertion for any period under three Corner of Eighth and
id River
Hi
street.

One snuareor
Uno
Bnuaroof

lic del»a*e; nor a thousand and one other
R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
Agricultural Implements: commission agent topics which are raised here and (hero Infor Mowing Mschines; cor. 10th A Klver street.
to local and temporary prominence.Yei

V

was

the first uttercr of this heresy, in a propo-

sition openly uttered in a speech before
CO., Proprietors the polilical aspects of the country are the House of Representatives.
of liugtjer Mills: (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) nearr foot of 8th street.
foreboding, ami the alarm comes from
The Republican party may be credited

DAUELS.VAN PITTEN A

I

l

months.

M

| 8 m. | fi m.
1

lican member of Congress in his day,

UALD,

| J

Square ..........

“
“
U Column
^
a
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8 50
5 0"
8 00
10 (JO
17 00
25 00

.............
............
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5
8
10
17
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40

r.

Bikerlti.

8 00
10 00
17 "0
25 00
40 00
65 00

00
00
00
no
00
00

IhlNNEKANT, J.,

Proprietorof the Pioneer
Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.

D

OCOTT, W. J., Planing,Matching,Scroll-saw- these three quarters: The corruption and
ky Ingand Monlding; River street.
extravagance of our public administra-

with the authorship of this special heresy;
hut

it

cannot be charged, as

a party,

with

CO., Proprietors of the tions; the inequality of tho present system any purpose to favor it.
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildof taxation, and the abuses of paper mon13ES8INK, Mrs. L„ Proprietress of City Bakery; ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
The Democratic party in certain States
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments lu
::
has followedtho bad precedent, but it Is
ey.
this line served on call; 8th street.
\17TLMS P. H., Manufacturer of Farm Pumps,
The debts of our national, state ami mu- least of either to give it nationalimpor
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
All kinds of wood turningand sawing on
Basking and XschA&ge.
hand and done to order. River street.
changes.
nicipal governments amount to the enor- tauce as a party watchword. All of Its
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
KN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting.
mous sum of nearly four thousand millions old traditions, so strong with its most
Rotarv Public!
lines,$2.00 per annum.
IV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and
of
dollars, paying an annual interest of earnest men, class it with advocates of the
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub- River streets.
l)OST, HENRY D., Real Kstule ami Insurance
lished without charge.
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col- two hundred and thirty millions,and Sub-Treasury and hard money.
’ Barbers.
lections made In Hollandand vicinity.
An I before the Subscriber’s name will denote
drawing after them a total annual taxthe expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sigTho recent inflation cries have done
I
\E
OROOT
L,
Fashionable
Barber
and
Hairnify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
SC'HELVEN, G„ Notary Public, Justice ation of seven hundred and sixty millions.
Ay cutter. Rooms one door east of City Hotel.
more
good than harm, because they have
of the Peace and Conveyancer. Office HolAll advertising bills collectable quarterly.
land City News, 8th street,
As Governor Tilden showed in Ids address aroused a healthier public sentiment, and

\fERBBEK, II. W.. A

V

I

vv

I

VAN

V

Books and Ctutionery.

& WALSH,
v

niNNEKANT,

H., Notary Public,_ Conveyancer, at Utica, it takes all tho gold and silver of
Agent. Office,City Drug our rich mines, all the cotton crop of the

have shown that while tho recklessand

prolific South, all the petroleum of the

nigh to seek local popularity by minister-

(lowing wells, ami all the cereals of the

ug

Miss A. M., Dealer
Dealerin Books
v
and Insurance
'
Stationary ; Confectionary, Toys, etc.; River Utore, 8th street.
street

D

Paiatcn.

RANTERS, L.

T., & CO., Dealers In Books,
Stationery, Toys, Notions and Caudles; opposite City Drug Store, Eighth street.

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore B. B.

I

TOKK,

House, Sign and Carriage Painter; fertile fields
Shop, over Buert's Wagon Shop, River

11

J. C..

Street.

Taken

Arrive ai
/Tolland

llutlaiul.

Trains.

5.45 a. in.
10.27 “ “
o is _
d.la p.

Grand Rapids.

“ “
“
“ “
“
“ “
&
Chicago.
“
“ “
“

f

“

5.15“
0.05 “ “
9.30 “

“

“

Muskegon, Pcntwater
& Big Rapids. 7.35 a. m.

“ “

I 10.30

““

6.50

Buffalo

• Runs Sundays

m.

8.2.5 p.

1

10.15 a.
12.25

U

-

io

T ADDER GEORGE,

IJ

In all the

6 .50

“ 1

“

on Eighth Street.

Square.

Draft and ktdlolan.

m.

t 9.23 p.

Phjilcltui.

\OESBURG, J.

O., Dealer In Drugs and Medl- J ED E BOE R. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office Atlantic to the remote interior,what have
does, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Phy
comer Eleventh and River street opposite you done? When you have gathered to10 15 a
8,c,an'8Pre8criPli°n8 pul “P; Eighth st public square.
gether all these products, and paid the
I 2.35 p.m. | y AN PUTTEN, Ws., Dealer jn Drugs, Medl- VI ORRIS, S. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
}/ clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr. iVl over E. IIbrold's Boot and Shoe Store, cost of carrying them to the seaboard— a
* 0.03 “ “
f. Van Dkn Bbro's Family Medicli
Ines; River St.
‘
Eighth street.
cost larger even than the originalcost of
f 9.20 “ “
1

L/

m

11.80““
5.45 a. m.
3.15 p.m.

5.15““

1

Flour

Mixed trains.

aui Fell

LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers in

Flour and

1

ANTER8, L

T. A Co., Agents for Ottawa and
Allegan Counties, for the “Howe Sewing MaDealers
In
needles and attachments.
Vennema’s Brick Bulldlng.-See Advertisement, chine.*1

Ac.

in

ven trains,will be run by Chicago time, which is

Stavii, Wood, Bark, Ito.

Furaltun.

minutes later than Columbus time.

EVER

\f

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern JB. B.

H., A CO., Dealers In all kinds of Fnrnlture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
picture Frames, etc.; River street!

|

D EID8EMA J.
it Furniture A

Taken Effect, Sunday, June 22, 1875.

Hi

M.
11 50

A.M.
6.50
A M.

P.M.
6 30
P.M.

Urandville.

Allegan.
Otsego.
Pialnwell.

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.

A.

930

535

M.
7 05.
p. a
1 10

P. M.
10 10
A.M.
4 05

A.

Express. Mail.

A
Grand Rapid!.

White Pigeon.
Chicago.
Toledo.
Cleveland.
Buffalo.

P.
7
7
6
0

M.
10 00
9 40
8 35
8 03
8 00
7 40
7 15
A.M.
5 50
P.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 25
P.M.
7 20
P.M.
12 20

Effect,

Solsi Horth.
No. 2
No. 4
p. ra. p. m.
7 40 12 15
7 00 11 45
6 40 11 4)
6 05 11 15
525 10 50
4 42 10 30
9 40
3 40

Monday, July

STATIONS.

19,

p.

1

Muskegon

2
a
2
3
3
3
4

Forryaburg

pLIETSTRA,

T

A.M
7 00
A.M.
12 55

Grand Haven
;Plgoon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

Wagonaakariand Blackimithi.

\IJKEMA A BUG.. Wagon and

iJ

VAARWERK,

......

G. J., Family Supply Store;
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eight
jth street.
>E

1

Shop. Horse-shoeingand
done. River Street.

How

digious a burden ? There

so procan be but one

who

sec the terrible catastrophe which

threatens us, and

who know how

be averted, must join in a

common

it

may

endea

Blacksmith vor to secure the rescue.

all kinds of

repair-

The one essential thing to be done

tl

is

to

put men in office who will administer the
and Blacksmith Shop
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing government rot only with integrity, but
done. Cash paid for Furs.
with energetic discretion and a wise fore

pUIEMAN. J., Wagon

thought;men who perceive the actual con-

Watohsi and Jawilry.

Oiaiml Dialen.

J

Cigars at Wholesaleand Retail. Eighth street,

'TM5 ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer

In Dry Goods,
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

I

Street.

can be made most productive and their re- clesiasticalopposition to our system of
sults be most efficiently applied. We neet
popular education, wo have met. It is not

£pmat

above

Notices.

statesmen and not only for this reason that wo publish it, but
need at the head of our also because it embodies a general princiin places of both legislative pal of hostility entertained by others than

all things else,

politicians.

yAN

G. A CO„ General Dealers, in
Groceries, Crockery, Hats and
Caps, Floor, Provisions, etc.; River st.

.

South.
No. 1

PUTTEN

parlies an 1

r. & a. m.

Dry Goods,

We

and executive trusts men who have some
of Unity Loduk,
VXFKRKMAN, H. D., Dealer In Dry Goods, Gro- No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall, knowledge of the science of politicalecov
cerles,Crockery, Ft)nr A Provisions.New Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, November nomy, as that science lias been expoundet
10, at 7 o'clock,
Store, Eighth street.
Geo. Ladder, W. M.
by the best thinkers and confirmed by the
47-ly
X17ERKMAN A SONS, General Dealersin Dry J. G. Does# duo,
practices of skillful state-pilots.
Goods, Groceries,Hats and Caps, etc.;
Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality;River st
One great trouble is that our polltica
X. 0- of 0- F.

A Reoular Communication

m.

v

7 30
8 20
9 30
11 00
11 10
1 05

Sec'y.

vv

V

Produce, Etc.

@

V

Butter, .
Clover seed, V bushel

Bggs, V dozen
*.
Hay, V ton ..... . ..
Onions.V bnshel ..
Potatoes, V bushel
Timothy Seed, $1 bushel.
Wool, V lb ..............

Bishop Purcell and

hit

church:

“The entire government of public schools
in which Catholic yonth are educated, can
not be given over lo civil power.
We, as Catholics, can not approve of
education for youth which
is apart from the Instruction in the Catholic faith and the teachings of the Church.
“If the School Board can offer anything
in confotmitywith these principles, os lias
been done in England, France, Canada,
Prussia,and other countries where the
rights of consciencein the matter of education have been fully recoghized, I am
prepared to give it a respectful
stfif considerthat system pf

parties are not divided on the questions o
Holland City Lodee, No 192. IndependentGrdcr
TTAVERKATE, G, J. First Ward Hardware of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd the day, but on the questions of the past.—
11 Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th Fellows* Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening There are no national divisions, but tradiof each week.
atreet.
tionary divisions.The antagonisms are
Visiting brothersare cordiallyinvited.
R. K. Heald, N. G.
XTAN DER VEEN, E., Dealer In General Hardworn-out and obsolete,and yet through
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
prejudice, habit and machinerythey are
60 XT AN LANDEGEND A MELI8, Dealers In
Special Notice.
maintained. In a wholly different condl ation.”
Hard ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple3 00
95 ments; Eighth street.
lion of political requirementand duty, they

gtarhets.

$

following letter was sent by Arch-

A LBERS A WYNNE, Jewelers and Watchma- dition of things and who, desiring to school board of that city, defining his posCO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
kers. The oldest establiihmentIn the city; change it, are familiar with those laws of
Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps,
tion and that of his church upon the PubEighth street.
Clothingand Feed; River street.
finance and those principles of taxation by lic School system of America. Is is the
GSLIN W. H. Watchmaker, Jeweler, and dealITU FI ELD, J. J. Dealer In Groceries, Dry Goods,
er In Fancy Goods; Bank-hulldlng,
River which alone the industries of the nation most honest and frank statement of the ec.F Flour and Feed and Produce. Liquors and

Sudvii*.

Apples, bushel .................
bushel ...................1 50
Beans, « bn

The

ilshop J. B. Purcell, of Cincinnati, to the

I^UURSEMA J. A

1875.1

00
35
38
03
35
52
45

G. «?., General denier in Tobacco
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

1

A., Groceriesand Supplies; a
ready market for country produce; a choice
ing
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.

«

a.

addressed.

answer, and but one way In which the an

T'MJ ROLLER,

1

F

8 45
A.M.
9
A.M.
10 55

m.

he

shall we be able to stagger under

|

15 SI
5 35
5 20

doing
No. 3

people must

"Rcsolced,That the volume of rain be
kept equal lo the wants of the
farmer raising crops; and
“ Whereas, There are at least one millon of highly-dlstressed people in the
Jnion suffering from dyspepsia, seeking
n vain for new digestiveorgans; therefore
"Uesoloed, That tho volume of sound
stomachs he made and kept equal to the
wants of the trade; and
"Whereas, There is, unfortunately,at
prr«ent in some portions of the country,
great contractionin the circulatingmedium of common sound sense; therefore,
liesoltted, That the volume of common
sense be made and kept equal to the undoubted wants of an unfortunate and deuded people.”

long made and

Staves, Wood and swer can be carried into effect. If wo
Bark ; office at his residence, Eighth street
mean to save ourselves from utter collapse
Tobacco and Cigars.
and ruin, the honest men of the nation,

Oroceriei.

M.
50
32
25
00

Mioh. Lake Shore Ball Boad.
Taken

M., A SON, General Dealers in
Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-

vertisement.

TO GR'ND RAPIDS.

STATIONS.

able

RANTERS. R., Dealer In

.H

RAPIDS

In order to illustrateinflationin its falacics we presume, the following has been

raising the products— with every export-

soundest and profoundest wisdom of the

Sowing Bachinei.

Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff, Ac.,

All trains on this road, includln the Grand Ha-

Pxpress. Mail.
A. M.
Bp. m.
8 00
4 15
8 14
4 29
9 15
5 83
9 40
600
B 50
6 14
10 03
6 30
10 15
645

sense of personal and public honor.'

v

/

All other tnlns dally excopt .Sundays.

ROM GR'ND

best preventive

the cultivation of a nicer and higher

s

commodity curried to tho Atlantic composed as a general plank for some one
seaboard and deposited in the vessels of or more of next year’s political platforms:
Dry Oooli.
SadUsn.
li Whereas, In some parts of the great
foreigners, you have paid ten months of
D.
General
dealer
In
Dry
j^ERTSCH,
VAUPELL, II., Manufacturerof and dealer In one year’s taxes.”
agricultural states of the Union great dlv
Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
Harness,Tronks, Saddles and Whips;
tress is felt by periodical drought*; therecor. Eighth and River streets.
Eighth street. /
This is the point, then, to which the

See advertisement.

p.m.
9.35““

CHOUTEN, R.

A., Surgeon, Physician
Obstetri
ny
clan, Regular graduatedand Licensed. Office at residence, comer 9th and Fish street.

S

want. The

veniences of

~

1

a depraved sentiment, the strong

to

West, that are sent men ot all parties are united and resolute
abroad, to meet only a part of the expen- n opposition.
ses of government! “When you have sent
The danger will not come from party
forward,”he said, “your gold and sliver, cries nor from popular elections. If it
your cheese, your butter, your petroleum, ever grows more menacing,as some day
your wheat and your corn, and meat, and t will, wo fear, the moving cause will be
cotton and products of every kind; when a general indiflerence to the sacred oblithe

A NNI8, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite you have raked and scraped this continent gations of the country, bom of personal
8. W. cor. Public
'
from the lakes to the Gulf and from the suffering from hard times and the Incon-

K

t Dally except Saturdaysand Sundays.

20

Photographs and Geras
various styles ana sires; Gallery

n

Qi;

l* io p.

X Dally except Saturda

|

Photographs.

A H.

in

IVEKOLD, E„ Manufacturer of and dealer In
| ax
IIhth
ihmj
Boots
is am
and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.;
m. E,
t el

| 9.50 “

m.

only.

1j
^

7.35]a.m.

m
m.

|

IJ'LFKRDINK W.

General dealers
IJoois and Shoes; repairing neatly done;
iuuuui
iiouwa.u\ River street*

Lears

New

Boots and Chou.

Sunday, Sept. 12, 1875.

Effect,

of

loughtlcss of both parties are ready en-

t

8 50
20
25
13 00
40

i»

(A

Hotili.

ETNA HOUSE.

P. Zalbman, Proprietor
First-classaccommodation. Free Boss to and
frem the Trains. Eighth street.
A

The City Drug Store will be kept
ope n on Sundays, until further notice is are marshalled as if the old conditions stil
g!v<
existed. The forces which ought to en
ven.

/V

Hkrbr Walsh,

counter the new enemy as a united am
Proprietor.
solid phalanx are split up and distributee
(A 4 00 fllTY HOTEL. J. W. MiNDERnotrr, Proprietor.
Holland, Sept. 18, 1874.
into different camps. Their influenceis
\J BnlRln 1878; Famished Inelegant style, and
pnciicallv nullified because it is not com
a first-class hotel thronghont.
Wood, Staves, Etc,
Sewing Machines.
bined. Yhe old parties go on, shoutin
their old war cries and waving their ok
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
$ 3 00 PHOENIX HOTEL. J. McViciR Proprietor
opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; goo<
Mr. A. J. Clark of this city has secured banners, while the corrupt and incompe
*• green ...................
beach, dry ....................2 CO accommodation; building and furniture new.
the agency of the Weed Sewing Machine. tent managers remain snugly entrenchec
green ..................
The machines will be kept on hand at his in their official citadels,laughing
ugh
in their
Liviry iniStle SUblei. 8
Hemlock Bark ........... .......... 5 00®5 50
residence on Market Street. Every sleeves.
Stavei, pork, white oak, .............©10 00
T) GONE A ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable. machine purchased is warranted and buyReformers and independents are called
£> Offlceandbarnon Market street. Everything ers are instructed in the use of them. Call
Heading boltel soft wood ........... 8 00©
impotent malconicnts,whose threats wi
first-class.
Heading bolts, hardwood ...................
and examine.
Stave bolts, softwood ............. .........8 50
puss as idle wind so long as government
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
a party machine, and parties are banded,
lx Officeof Dally Stage Line to Sangatnck, 9th
A
motion
was
recently made in the Su- not by present duties, but past affinities
street, near
*

“
“

“

1

The Palmetto Guard of Charleston,8.
C., have sent out a circular inviting citizens

and organizations of the various slates of
tho Union to unite in the centennialcelebration on June 28, 1876, of the battle of

Fort Moultrie. The appropriatenessof
the commemorationof an event so influential in our early Revolutionaryhistory
will obtain fresh significancefrom the fact
that the invitation comes frofh the region

where the great
temper

civil

war began. The

of the invitationindicates that its

.

Market.

Grain, Feed, Etc*

Wheat, white f bushel ............

©

Cora, shelled f bushel .............
33
Gate, $1 bushel ..................... .
Buckwheat, V bushel .............
Bran, V ton ...... ................
Feed, fl ton ............. ........

©

.

$

©

no
r- 75
40
T5
16

00

32 00
.1 75

.

1001b

MiSiW*:-::::::::::.:::::
Pearl Parley, \ i66

'tbV.

V.V.V.'.V.V.V
6JOO

to set aside a verdict, on the and routines. Until they who agree in
ground of excessive damages. Gen. But- their convictions are able also to, agree in
action, there can be no hope of ImprovepOSMAN, J. W., Merchant Tailor, and Dealer ler, in opposing this motion, begged the ment. Eithsr one or the other of the exis£) in ready made clothing and Gents’ Famish- Court to remember that his poor client
ting partiesmust put itself upon the right
ing Goods.
would “receive the damages in a deprecift ground so unmistakablyas to command
"ITORST, W., Merchant Tailor.Cloth purchasthe assent of all who wish to occupy that
ed elsewhere, will be cut to order. Repairing ted paper currency.’’ This reminds one
ground, or, both of them must be nroken
promptlyattended to. River street.
of a boy who, having murdered his parto pieces,and a New Party tie formed out
C. G., Morehant Tailor, Fall line of ents, prayed the Court “to be merciful to 0f Their better’ elements’Y^'BwiUng
Gents* FurnishingGoods kept in stock.
a Door
-'Poet.
Corner Eighth and Market street.

preme Court

MmhsitTsilon.

[Corrected by the "Hugger Mills.)
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authors desire to. make the occasion one of
reconcilliationas well as of historicalcele-

bration.

They say: “The

differences

which threatened the Union are
settled,

we
is

ended—

we hope, now and forever. War,

trust, will not divide those whose welfare

to

be

at

peace with ditch other. The

first century of

our political existenceis

near Us close. In the glorious reminiscences which ushered U in let us-

bury

the

demon

of discord.”

seek

to

Ifcllaiitl
HOLLAND

4%

CITY,

MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
A member of

tbe Order of United Iriehmen baa been tried by a court-martial of bis
fellow*, at New York, for betraying the secrete
of the order, and sentenced to die tbe death of

a traitor.

John Dolan, who was

arrested at

New York,

about two weeks ago, on suspicion of murdering Mr. James U. Noe in bis store last summer
has Just been tried, convicted of murder
in tbe first degree, and sentenced to death.
Tbe evidence was purely circumstantial,but
very strong.

William Thompson and William Elbe, both
colored, have been sentenced to death at

New

York, for tbe murder of Abram Welsburg, a
jew peddler, near that city in September last.

Amaha Walker, a
politicaleconomist

with her sister, in Springfield,111....
The murder of an old Italian and three boys in
Denver, Col., and the finding of the dead
bodies, in an advanced state of putrefaction, in
the cellar of a dilapidatedshanty, has been
mentioned in these columns. A Denver dispatch announces the arrest of three of the
participants in the butchery,who have made a
confession,but claim that they were unwilling
accessoriesto the horrid deed. They say that
* Mexican, was the murderer, and
that the killing was done in broad daylight
Their story, if true, stamps it as one of the
most fiendish and inhuman butcheries of
the age. Two of the murderers and victims
were playingcards, and the old man was dealing, when Galliod came up behind him, drew
his head back and cut his throat,the blood
spurting over the cards and table. The boys
r» Hinted and were cut and stabbed. Galliod
finished the old man, and soon made an end
to the boys. The murderers drank the blood
of their victims, and tried to make the boy,
whom they had forced to play the harp for
them while their butchery was going on, to
drink likewise, but he was too sick at the awful sight. After the first victims were dead and
had been robbed, the two other boys came in
and were killed in the same manner. The robbers got #1,200 or #1,400, principally in gold,
for the murder.
News

has reached

Lawrence,Kansas, of an

distinguishedAmerican uprising of the Osage Indians to resist the au-

and formerly Professorof

thority of Agent

Gibson. The

latter'slife

was

that science in Amherst College, died at Boston, in danger, and troops have been ordered to the
Agency for his protection .... Hon. James Otis,
last week, aged 76 years ..... A sad accident is
Mayor of Ban Francisco, died last week..,.
reported from Uuadilla, N. Y. While a party
of six persons were boating
the Sus- Chas. Pattersonkilled It. W. Porter, a herder’,
near Sidney.Neb., last week, for which act he
quehanna river tbe boat upset, and all were
was taken out of iail by a party of lynchersand
precipitated into the water. Maurice Goodrich
legraph pole.
pole*. Patterson was
and bis wife, of Worcester, N. Y., and Mr. hanged on a telegraph
Morehouse and bis wife, of Unadllla,were cut down by the Sheriff in time to save his life ;
drowned. Tbe Goodrich os were on their wed- but the mob were determined, and in a second
attempt were more successful, as Ids corpse
ding trip.
was found one morning on a rude scaffold.
The Wlntbrop (Me.) National Bank has negoThe NationalGold Bank and Trust Company,
tiated with tbe burglars who robbed tbe bank
of Ban Francisco, has suspended. The officers
four months ago and recovered50,000 in securiclaim that the bank can pay everything,and
ties on pament of 110,000 in cash
. Le Page,
will resume shortly.
tbe Frenchman indicted for tbe murder of Josie
SOUTH.
Longmaid, at Pembroke, N. H., has been identified as the man seen in tbe bushes near tbe
North Mississippiand West Tennessee exroad the girl passed over. There is no doubt of
perienced a severe earthquake shock, accombis guilt.
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There are

five

New

murderers in tbe jail of

York dty under sentence of death.... A locomotive boiler on tbe Lehigh Valley railrcad ex-

panied by a rumbling noise, on the evening of
Oct. 27.

Four men were killed in a coal mine nea
Richmond,Va., last week, by an explosion of
fire-damp.... Five persons vere killed and

Agriculture contains accounts from New Jer-

Carrnth.

Death of Uri
I at the prevailing low prices. We ta
trust,
A dispatch from Vineland, N. J., says : however, that the fatal’
disease
will
---«»:
-••11
not
decreasein the cranberry crop by insects and
r. Un Carruth, editor of the V inel&lHJrtM>eoome
become either as general or as fatal as is
frost. The rice crop of the 8out|p is larger
than usual. The sugar cane crop promises s Independent;' who was shot by Mr. apprehended.— CAfcapo Journal.
poor yield. The sorghum crop is represented Landis on the 19th of last March and has
as generallyflue. Tne hop crop la quite good. since carried the bullet in his head, died
Fever Infection.
The hemp crop is very fine. The number of at 8 o'clock this morning. After the
Men of science speak of epidemic
fattening cattle in the country is somewhat
shootinff Landis was arrested and taken waves, and of scarlet fever being comgreater than last year.
.The greatest loss by
the Virginia City fire will be the stoppage of to Bridgeton Jail, where he was kept municated by the few drops of milk
work. The destroyedmachinery for crushing until about three months ago, when he which you pour into your tea, or the
ore and separating dross from the precious was released on $50,000 bail. Since his
cream diffused in a dish of strawberries.
metal cannot be replaced in lees than four release Mr. Landis and his attorney have
On a late occasion, at a fashionable dinmouths. The gold product will be lessened thereby #1,000,000 per month, and visited Carruth in Clinton, N. Y., where ner party in London, as many as eight or
the silver product #1,500,000 per month..1.. he had gone for his health, to try and ten guests, and seven members of the
News has reached Boston that the crews of bring about a settlement.Landis offered
household, took scarletfever. Obviously
two vessels which left that city last summer Camith $5,000 in cash and about 380
the infection must have been caught at
have been killed and eaten bv cannibalsin the
acres of land, which was indignantlyre
the dinner party ; but how was the puzSouth Pacific Ocean. According to tho story,
the 111-fSted vessels— the barks Jewess and fused. Since his return from liis visit to zling matter of inquiry, for no one in
Delia M. Long— became becalmed in the Clinton, Carruth has been much troubled the family of the host was known to have
Auckland Islands, were boarded at night by in regard to his pecuniaryaffairs and the
hordes of cannibals,who overpoweredtho probable condition of his family in case been affectedwith the disorder. Was
the disease brought to the house by a
crews, plundered the ships, scuttled them, earof his death. Ho thought seriously at waiter ? Was it conveyed in the tablened tbe prisonersashore and had a big feast
one time of instituting a civil suit for linoii from tho washerwoman ? Was it
off them.
damages, ho being of a firm opinion that
POLITICAL.
somehow, incorporatedin tho cream that
: Landis would not settle unless com-'
had been used in tlie dessert? An investiThe official vote of Ohio at the October elecpolled to do so. A third attempt to setgation on these and other points, as we
tion, as returned to the Secretary of State,
tle with Carruth at Clinton having failed,
understand, was made, but not with any
shows tho following results for Governor and
some mutual friends have been endeavorLieutenant-Governor: Governor — Haves ing to bring about a settlementsince bis satisfactoryresult. The cream was
thought to be the most likely vehicle of
21)7.813; Allen, 292,264. Hayes’ majority,
return from the North, and had pro5,549. lien teuant-Goyeraor—Young. 297,931
infection ; but how could any one be cergressed so far that a few days since the
Cary, 287,968. Yourig's majority, 9,963.
tain on the point ? The cream employed
Tuk official canvassof the votes of Nebraska sum of $12,500 in cash and securitieshad in fashionable dessert in Loudon is posbeen agreed upon and the papers only sibly made up of half a dozen creams
at the recent election shows 40,000 cast The
awaited the signatureof Landis, but he
new Constitution carries by nearly 25,000. The
from as many dairies, and inquiry ends
insisted that Carruth should leave the
only in vague conjecture. Rather a hazcoupon leaving to the people the power of locating the capitalhas 7,500 majority. The State before the settlement was per- ardous thing, one would say, going out
coupon giving the people power of expressing fected.
to dinner where you may run the chance
preferencefor United States Senator has 18,000
Carruth lias been failing ever since his
of being killed in a manner so very mysmajority. The Republicans elect everything return from the North, and has been
terious. People, in their innocence,are
exceptingtwo District Judges and one District
unable to attend to any business, his
Attorney.
not aware of the manner in wliich conmind being constantly excited in regari tagious diseases may be communicated by
FOREIGN.
to a settlement. Up to within a week oi
The Prince of Wales embarked at Suez on ten days it was thought that if his mind public conveyances, by articles of dress,
“J dwellings, by the very atmoaphere.
the 26th of October, and immediately sailed
was relievedof that burden he would We liave just heard an instance of the
for India.... The Servian Parliament has yet recover. At daybreak ho would anxcommunicationof scarlet fever by means
passed, by a vote of 61 to 42, a motion for war
iously inquire, “ Can you keep me till of a “kist," tho name usually given in
with Turkey.
night so we can fix thpse papers ?” and
Scotland to a servant’s trunk. A servant
Advices from Madrid deny the story of the
at night, “ You must keep me till morngirl in Morayshire fell ill with scarlet
love affair and assassination in which the King
ing so wo can settle that matter." His
fever and died. Her kist, a painted
of Spain was representedas the principal actor
, friends did not let him know that a setwooden box, containing all her worldly
sey, Wisconsin and Minnesota, showing a large

.
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ploded near Bound Brook, N. J., tbe other day,
with frightful effect Five persons were killed
and al out twenty wounded, several of whom several severely injured, at Lomax, Ark., last
will probablydie.
week, by the explosion of the boiler of a saw longed imprisonmentto which he hae been ; his removal from the State. He has been
mill.
Hentonced.
. .Emperor William,in a speech
to Ins bed for some days back,
THE WEST.
A large part of the businesscenter of Bber tho German Parliament the other day, said that | Lust evening ho ate his supper in a reVirginia City, Nev., has been visited by a
" so far as human Judgmentcan discern, peace ! clining position,feeling, to all appearmost disastrous conflagration, which laid waste man, Texas, has been destroyedby fire.
is more assured than at any time during the unces iw ho lm I
,Wa
WASHINGTON.
twenty years preceding tbe
the reconstructionof j
paat
a large portion of the most important part of
I
About
tliree
or
four
hours
later
he was
Deputy Sheriff James Klnnehan, a maa the empire."
the dty. The fire began at daylight on the
A London paper, in an article on tbe cattle i taken with a convulsion, followed by a
morning of Oct 26, in a private dwellingon A well known by the sporting fraternity throughstreet and in a very short time extended to C oat the South and West, was last week shot plague, says tbe number of cases in England violent fit of vomiting. He then sank
street destroyingthe county building, the Inand killed by a desperate man named Frank for tbe quarterending on tbe 16tb of October into a stupor, from which he was reternational Hotel, and several other prominent
Flynn, at Hot Springs,Ark. Kinnehau, after was as follows: In Somersetshire, 83,000: lieved by death.
structures in its course, ami soon the whole
he was shot, managed to rise and put one ball Cheshire,50.000 ; Doreotabire, 48,000 ; GloucesLamiis was delivered by liis bondsmen
businessportion of C street from the Odd Felinto Flynn. The tron hie arose out of an ar- tershire,44.000; Oxfonisbire. 89.000; War- to the authorities,who rearrestedhim
lows’ building north was amass of flames,
with no adequate means at hand for ticle that appeared in a disreputableChicago wickshire,33,000; Norfolk. 31,000 ; Cumber- and took him to Bridgeton.
paper abont Flynn’s wife, he thinking that land, 23,000. Throughout England and Wales
checking the fire. The offices of the Kinnehanwas responsiblefor it
there yere for some time over 500,000 cases.
TerritorialEnterprite, the Evening ChronA Hard Ride from Ocean to Ocean.
The government appeal from the decision of Tbe money damage is estimatedat #1,000,000.
icle, and the Footlight were loudly deWednesday
afternoon,as -the Chicago,
stroyed. From C street the fire spread across the Court of Claims in the Union Faciflc railThe Carlist committee in London claims to
to Piper's Opera-House and the adjoining road case was argued in the Supreme Court last have news of a great Carlistvictory in the Burlington and Quincy train was about
buildings on D street to the railroad depot and
to pull out from the transfer for the
the Consolidated Viiginiamine. The depot week, Attorney-GeneralPierrepontconducting Province of Navarre, Spain. ..A dispatchfrom
the case for the government. . .The President Berlin reports that Archbishop Ledochowski East, an Omaha gentleman observed
succumbed, and in a few minutes tne hoisting
works of the Consolidated Virginia, together has issued bis proclamationdesignatingthe will be expelled from Germany as soon as bis two men seated on, or rather clinging
25th day of November as a day of thanksgiving
term of imprisonment expires. . England, the to, the trucks under the dining car.
with the largo 60-stamp mill and the stamp d
and
prayer throughout tho United States.
Hong Kong dispatches state, still jienjistBin One of them, apprehensive of being inpartment of the Cauforniamine were ded.
The PostofficeDepartment is making arrange- her demands, which the Chinese government formed on, entreated him, “For God’s
stroyed. The Ophir mine works, which had
just been completed, were the finest on the ments for a fast mail from Washington to New characterizes aa " unjustifiable and indecent."
sake, don’t give us away." The gentleComstock lode, and were totally destroyed.
A Cairo dispatch says the Egyptianarmy
Orleans.... The Assistant Treasurer at New
man questionedthem, and learned that
Both the Ophir and the ConsoUdatedVirginia
has entered Abyssinia, and that the Abyssiuians
they had ridden in this manner all the
shafts were bulkheaded, so that the fire was York has been instructedbvthe Secretaryof
kept out of the mines. The fire continued to the Treasury to sell #2.000!000of gold coin are retreating, offering no resistance.... News way from Son Francisco, over 2,000
rage during the entire morning, all efforts during the month of November as follows: has been received of the British expedition to miles. The train started up and stopped
#500,000 each Thursday.
to atop its course proving futile.There was a
punish piraticalnatives on the Congo river, in
at tho depot in Council Bluffs, when the
poor supply of water and the fire-engines seemed
The Secretaryof the Treasury has issued a Africa, for murderingEnglish sailors.The
to have no effect on the driving element. call for the redemption of #5,000,000 coupon entire squadron on the coast of Africa was two “beats," supposingthat the train
Street after street was swept away, and famiengaged, and sent boats up the river. M&nv liad been halted in order to put them
and #5,000,000 registeredbonds— total, #10,lies rendered houseless, huddled in the streets,
villages were destroyedand a large number of off, skipped out. The copductor, when
shivering with cold and terror. Houses on ev- 000.000-of the 5.20 bonds of 1864. The bonds natives killed.The British lost one man killed i told of the fact, remarked that “ that
eiy side of the burning districtwere blown up included in this call are of the act of June 30, and a,
1 was nothing. He had had
six on tho
. A delegation
of local preacherscalled
with giant powder, the authoritieshoping to 1864.
A FORCE ofl.800Turks has been badly routed trucks
‘
and six on the roof at one time."
arrest the flames in this manner, but a piercing upon PresidentGrant, the other day, and urged
October wind, what they call in that country “a him not to abandon the Indian peace polienr. by insurgentsin Herzegovina....A battle was It seems tliat the amount of stolen
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Washoe zephyr,” was blowing, and flaming
embers were carried rods away, lighting on the
houses which had not already been attacked.
It was 3 o'clock in the afternoonbefore the fire
was finally subdued. At that time the district burned over was three-quartersof a mile
long by one-halfa mile wide, embracing the
finest part of Virginia City. Ten thousand
persons were rendered homeless,and upward
of #3,000,000 worth of property has been destroyed.

The Presidentinformed them

that he did not recently fought between Liberian troops and a
propose changing his Indian policy, but that he large body of native savages in Africa, in which
does propose in future to make tho armyxe- the former were totallyrouted,with the loss of
Hpouaible for the distribution of Indian supplies.
The President also took occasion to speak a

good word for Commissioner Smith,
regardsas a much-abused man.

The followingstatement shows
of the public debt

at

whom

their artillery.

he

Let Us Hive Thanks.

the condition

the close of October

:

Six per cent, bond* ....... $1,043,292,650
Five per cent, bondii ..... 657,282,750

The following proclamation
issued by the President

In accordance with

bos been

:

a practice at once wise

i

.

.

Al-

,

.

a.

_____

during

is not extended great suffering will ensue.

has occasionto thoughtfullyrecall and devoutDebt less cash in the Treasury ......... $2,118,397,211 ly recognizethe favors and protection which he
Deadly Colors.
4,069,015 has enjoyed.
women and children wander about the Decrease of debt during September.
desolatestreets seeking shelter. The Decrease since June 30, 1875 ......... 10,291,514 Now, therefore, I, Ulysses
According to a report by Prof. Gintl,
Grant, Presisurroundinghills are dotted with camp fires. Bonds Issued to the Pacific Railway
dent of the United States, do recommend that it appears that the public is exposed to
Companies,interest payable In lawful
Few saloons remain, but the supplies of liquer
money : Principal oi tstanding ...... 64,623,512 on Thursday, the 25th day of November,the
have not been lacking, and the streets are alive Interestaccrued and not yet paid ...... 1,292,470
with a drunken mob. The military is patroling Interestpaid by the Ui Jted States ..... 28,202,807
the city for the protectionof property. The Interest repaid by tiansportation of
tive places of worship,and in such form ns may
mordants.
states tliat
wall*, etc ..........................
0,422,701
best business men estimate the loss at #7,500,seem most appropriatein their own hearts, , fhese substancesare now coming largely
000, one-third being insuredin foreign compa- Balance of interest paid by United
;hty God Al-*'
----- , M
:~L
” among the English and
their
acknowledgments
into use, especially
States ............................... 21,780,106
nies and the rest in local companies.A large
and thanks for all His mercies, and their humble
Alsatian
manufacturers
ol cotton printed
number of women and children have been sent
prayersfor thecoutinu&ncoof His divine favor.
goods,
os
substitutes
for
albumen, which
to Carson, Gold Hill, Reno, and California.
There is general complaint throughout the In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my
There are fully 3,000 people without food, beds,
is more expensive,some substances behand,
and
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
country of the want of currency of tho denomroofs, or money. Of these fully 500 are withto be affixed.
i toff required to fix especially the aniline
out necessaryclothes. Should harah weather ination of fifty cents. None has been printed ^
the city of Washington, this 27th ! colors, which are
much in desoon set in much sufferingmust ensue. The fer more than seven months, and the supply day of October,in the year of our Lord 1875, '
HnMi
i UG
people are in good spirits, and, while terribly in the Treasury and throughout tho country is ' and of the independence of the United States
^00(
lftve.r.?C€.n^been
afflicted, are the pluckiest, bravest lot I ever entirely exhausted.It win be several months ' tho
Austria, and especLilly in Prague,
had to do with. Hundreds are too proud to sav before orders can be filled.... During the
U.
Grant, President. ' containing, accoj-jing
they need help, and ladies go out and find fiscal year Chicago sold postage stamps to the
Hamilton Fish, Secretary of
much as fifteen to twenty-fivegrains of
women and children needing food but ashamed value of #903,000,and St, Louis to the value of
aisenious
acid, in the form of arseniate
to beg it. Tlie feeling is relaxing, however
440,000. . A Montreal dispatchsays Gnibord
Nebraska^ Big Corn Crop.
of alumina, to the vard ; and this is by
under the kind offices of the Relief Committee! is to buried on the 18th of November. Having
Utter demoralization
reigns in the city.
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no means an insoluble

alreadypartly organized. Borne shan- died on that day, six years ago, tho members
ties are alreadybeing put up."
of the Institute Canadiennehave chosen the
At a State oratorical contest at Des Moines, anniversaryof his death for the day of his
is

Iowa, last week, the first prize was won by a

woman— Miss Evelyn M. Chapman, of Simpson
College

New and rich gold diggings have been discovered in the Begro de ChristoMountains, in
Colorado,and miners are flocking thither in
great numbers.... A severe fight between
United States troops and Cueyenne Indians is
reported to have recentlytook place near Fort
Haves. The troops twice attackedthe Indians
and were each time repulsed with terious loss.
....A large section of the Northwest was
visited by a severe storm on jtho 29tli nit It
was accompanied by wind, hail, rain, lightning,
and in some sections by snow, and played havoc
with buildings, fences and forests .... Mrs.
Abraham Lincoln has recovered from her late
aberration of mind, and is now considered entirelyfree from her affliction. She is living.
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Sure Cure for Epilepsy.
The son of a wealthy merchant in a
large seaport was troubled with epilepsy,

Q
^

Beeves ............................. 9
Hoos— Dressed .....................
8
Cotton ............................ 13
Flodb— Superfine Western ........ 5 10 <£ 5

@

13
12
14
40
1 30

Wheat-No. 2 Chicsgo .............1 28 @
Coen .............................
73
Oats ............................... 47
Rte ................................88
Pork— New Mess .................22 90 @23
Lard— Steam ...................... 12

&
g
®
@

76
51

89
00
13

CHICAGO.

@ 0 90
Choice Natives ........ .. 6 10 @ 5 30
Good to Prime Steers... . 4 20 @ 5 00
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 25 @ 3 25
Medium to Fair ..........4 00 (& 4 25
Inferiorto Common ...... 2 50 @ 3 00
Hoos— Live ........................
7 75 (a 8 25
Floor— Fancy White Winter ...... 7 50 @ 7 75
Red Winter .............. 5 60 (4 6 50
Wheat— No. 1 Spring ..............113 @ 1 15
No. 2 Spring ............. 1 08 @ 1 10
No. 3 Spring .............94
96
Corn— No. 2 ........................ 61 C# 53
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 31 6$ 33
Rye — No.
68 (4
69
Barley— No. 2 ....................
83
85
<4
Butter— Fancy ................... 31 (4 34
Eoas— Fresh ....................... 23 (4 24
Pork— Mess .......................
20 50 @21 50
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 45

2

@

LOUIS.
@1

Lard ............................

W
*

12

8T.
No. 2 Red .................
1 72
75
Corn— No. 2 ......................
52
54
Oats— No. 2 .......................
35
36
Rye— No. 2 ........................ 68
69
Pork— Mess ......................
21 6() C<*21 00
Lard .............................. 13fc<a 13tf
Hoos ...............................
7 50 @ 8 00
Cattle ............................ 90 @ 6 10

Wheat—

@
@
@

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat—

No.

.....................
. 16 (4 1 21
No. 2 ......................
. 09 i4 1 12
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 64
Oats— No. 2 ........................ 32
Rye ................................70
72
Bablkt— No.2 .........
1 oti (4 1 10
1

(4 M

(4
9
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CINCINNATI.
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The AgriculturalDepartment crop returns
ground with white figures, and those
the wheat crop of the raised in the State. The best of it
printed in brownish yellow or reddish
stands
from
10
to
15
feet
high,
and
present year is a short one, and that there is •
brown designs, and which are sold at
marked deteriorationin the quality. Tlie av- the ears measure from 12 to 18 inches in low prices.
erage thus far reported is about 80 per cent, of length. The' yield will be all the way
ast years production. If this indicatesthe from 40 to 80 bushels per acre. A story,
The Hog Cholera.
total depreciation, it amounts to uearlv 62,000,- amply vouched for, came to me last
The reports of the hog cholera, which
000 bushels, and gives tho crop at 240,000,000
week, tliat a farmer in Johnson county is taking off thousands of swine in Inbushels. In qualitv the crop averages 14 per
had
gathered 103 bushels and 40 pounds diana* Missouri,Illinois and other Westc6nt. below a sound condition. The condition
of the corn crop is exceptionallyhigh. Tho from one acre of bottom land. The ern State!, are a serious matter. Our
product reported this year fails short of 1874 ground was accurately measured and tlie
----- , Western farmers,most of whom, have a
about 4 per cent. The oats product is 5 per
com was accurately weighed by a com- j large surplus of corn, were expecting to
cent, greater than last year, the potato crop
promises to bo extraordinary, both in yield and mitteo of genUemen appomted for that pnt much of it into pork this fall. Should
quality. Tobacco is 2 per cent alxive tlie av- purpose. The measurement was made ‘ this fatal hog disease extend and continue
erage. Barley is 87 per cent of last ve&r’s m a contest for a pnze^offeredby an og- its ravages,their expectations in this recrop, afid buckwheat not far from tho avenge. ricultural implement firm in Tecumseb,
spect would bo sadly disapointed, ‘and
The October report of the Department of for the beet acre of com. "
they would be obliged to sell their com
for October show that

goods, her later clothing included,was
sent home to her relations,and lay for
some weeks at a station on the Speyside
railway before an opportunityoccurred
for removing it by a cart to her mother’s
cottage among the hills. During this interval the station-master’s
children,in
romping about, conducted their gambols
on the kist, which was a repositoryof
contagion, and in due course were struck
down with scarlet fever. At length the
fatal kist was conveyed to its destination,
and the contentswere dispersed among
friends and neighbors.The donations
were kindly meant, but they proved
fatal. No precautionshad been taken to
disinfectthe articles,the result being
tliat wherever the clothes of the deceased
girl were taken in, scarlet fever found its
victims. For several months the fever
raged, until tho wave of its infection was
expended. Now ensued a remarkable
event. The outbreak proved to be an
opposing barrier to the spread of a more
virulent type of scarlatina advancing
from another quarter at a later pei iod of
the year. On reaching the former scene
of the disease, it was arrested for want
of material to feed upon, a second attack being very unusual.— CAawjftcrs'
Journal.

and the father was advised by his physician to send him to sea. He was sent
riding obtained at so perilous a off with many prayers and much bagrisk is greater than any one has any gage— was to be exempt from all labor,
ide» of, and tho wonder is that so few and bv no means to climb a mast. One
ore killed. As a rule, they generally day the Captain “ heard something
ride on the trucks during the day time drop," and to his horror found the youth
and at night crawl up on top of the car. had fallen from the masthead, whither,
If they are discovered and put off, they boy-like, he had ventured. On picking
wait for the next train and resume their him up, they found he had sustained but
ride, many of them going from ocean to slight injury, and the strauge part of the
ocean in this manner. The Union and story is that he never had another attack
Central Pacific railroadshave a monop- of Ins disease.
oly on this sort of travel, os well as on
every other kind, to and from the PaTHE MARKETS.
cific coast. Many of the persons who
NEW YORK.
thus steal a ride from the Pacific coast

A shocking tragedy is sported from St.
and beautiful, we have been accustomed, as tho
Total ooln bonds ...... ............ $1,700,575,300 year is drawing to a close, to devote an occasion
Louia. A young man named Robert Fogg shot
Lawful money debt. ...... $ 14.000.000
to an humble expressionof thanks to Almighty
his betrothed,Miss Pauline Plochman,a beau- Matured debt ............ 22,865,180
God for ceaseless and distinguishedbenefits beLegal
tenders
............
373,305,951
tiful girl of 17, inflictinga dangerous wound,
stowed upon us as a nation, and for His merCertificates of deposit. ... 50,880,000
and then plunged a knife tlireetimes into his
cies and protectionduring the coming year.
Fnctionalcurrency ...... 40,687,629
breast, and died in a few minutes. Both beAmid the rich and free enjoymentof all our
Coin certificates .......... 15,646,100
longed to wealthy and respectablefamilies.
advantages, we should not forget the source went there “well-heeled,"in search of a
Mrs. Stoddard, of Eaton county, Mich., reTotal without interest .............. 480,512,681 from which they are derived, and extend our“Big
— 0 ______
____ __ ^
Bonanza," traveling
in 1UDl^JUOO
first-class
cently gave birth to five children at onetime.
obligationto the Father of All Mercies.Wo style in Pnllman deopere, and eniovinn
Total debt... ......................
$2,217,953,161 have full reason to renew our thanks to
Once before she had three of a kind. Mother
___
‘
o
Total interest ...................... 34,844,100
and children are said to be doing well.... A
mighty God for favors bestowed upon us
?^li?re m,e<! 8
a,ni^» becoming
dispatch from Virginia City, Nev., dated Oct
the past year. By His continning mercy, civil busted, they take their chances in getTotal debt and interest ........... $2,232,797261
27, says : "At present it is impossibleto state Cash In Treasury:
and religiouslibertyhas been maintained; ting back home in this way. Such is
tbe loss of life by the late fire. Two men were
Coin ......................
$73,783,439
peace has reignedwithin our bordere ; labor life. Winter, however, generally puts
Currency ................. 9,736,671
killed on C street by a falling wall. There are
and enterprise have produced their meritedrean end to this, although once in a wMle
Specialdepositsheld for renumberless rumors of other casualties.Hunwards, and to His watchful providence wo are
demptiou of certificates
dreds of families are homelessand hungry.
indebted for security from pestilence and other a fellow is taken out from the tool-box,
of deposit ...............50,880,000
The school houses,the only public buildings
national calamities.Apart from the other na- under a car, half-frozento death.—
left are open to them, but if immediaterelief
Total in Treasury ..................
$ 134,400,110 tional blessings, each individual amoug us Omaha Bee.
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GOSSIP OF THE DAY.

MICHIGAN ITEMS.
though war existed at the date of the
acceptance,still,as it had not been deFifty-two thousand State bonds were
The Crews of Three Shlpe Killed and Kitten clared or publicly recognizedby the
by Natives of the Auckland Islands- A President,it did not have the effect to redeemed at the State Treasury one day
DETOURED BY CANNIBALS.

honest confession of relations which

most men would have shrunk from acthe knowledging before folks. Yet this
United States Mint, estimates the gold modem polygamist was not only a suc-

Dr. Lindebman, Director

and

of

production of the country

Horrible Story.

work

a

dissolutionof

s

partnership,of

lost

week.

A

year ago last February the bark which a member or members resided in
E. G. Williams, a lumber merchant
next year at one hundred millions of church-goer and exemplary Christianso Jewess, of Boston, sailed from New New York and the others in New Or- of Flint, has failed,with liabilities of
South Wales in the direction of the leans. The proclamation of April 17, $40,000,and assets at $20,000.
dollars. __ _
far as the world knew.
Auckland Islands, a group which lies in 1861, is not regarded as a distinct recogF. A. Kennedy has been eletted SuMrs. Abraham Lincoln, who is now
the South Pacific Oceata Tuet* hfew Zea- nition of an existing state of war, nor perintendent of the Poor for Jackson
Charles Rkade, in one of his novels, land. A few days later the Boston bark yet is that of the 19tn of April, which anstaying with her sister in Springfield,
county, vice Barnard, deceased.
revealed to the outside world the horrors Delia M. Long and an English bark, nounced the blockade. The reference
111., takes occasional short walks on tlie
Patrick Fitcpatrick,.a resident of
of the “separate and silent system ” of name unknown, followed on the same to the people of Louisiana in these eases Grand Rapids, disappeared six weeks
streets, and is said to be graduallyrecourse. No tidings of the two Boston is to “ citizens of revolutionaryStates,’'
treatmentin vogue in many of the
since, and it is feared has met with foul
covering from her mental malady.
vessels were received till recently, when and in the judgment of the Oonrt the
English prisons a few years ago. It may Capt Bremer, of Biddeford, Me., of the purpose avowed by the President is in^ '/he Supreme Court has affirmed the
John Manning, the well-knownNew
not be generally known t^at the same in- bark Marathon, New York, returning consistentwith their being regarded os
conviction of Andreas Keator, lately sent
York advertising agent, has failed. human scenes so graphically depicted from a voyage around the world, brought enemies.-—Afeu; York Sun,
to State Prison from the Ingham Circuit
Among his creditors are a large number by Beade are being enacted in some of back a terrible story in regard to them.
for seven years, for perjury.
At one of the ports at which he stopped The Williamson County (111.) Ku*Klux.
of Western newspapers. The Chicago
the penal establishmentsof this country.
he had fallen in with a sailor,or some A letter from Marion, Williamson The earningsof the Lake Shore and
Tribune loses $1,170 by the failure,and
In the Auburn (N. Y.) Penitentiary,for one who knew him, who purported to be county, HI., says : “ The Circuit Court Michigan Southern railroad for the
month of September this year were $1,*
the Times $456.
instance,the dark-celltreatment is in the sole survivor of the three crews. term, which commenced Got. 14 and
The vessels, he said, hod become be- terminated the 21st, was the most im- 262,700; same month last year, $1,532, •
The famous diamonds presented to full blast, and, judging from an account
calmed in the vicinity of the Auckland portant in its results ever held in this 602.
Minnie Sherman Fitch by the Khe- of the mode in which it is applied, which Islands, and laid there togetherseveral section of the country. A synopsis of
The works of the Mastic Roofing
dive of Egypt remain in the New we find in an Eastern paper, it is not a days. They were boarded at night by what has been accomplished in the land Company at Kalamazoo were almost toYork Custom-House. Mrs. Fitch whit less terrible and inhuman than that cannibals,who came in large numberj, of the vendetta is herewith appended. A tally destroyed by fire on Wednesday of
overpowered the crews, plunderedthe noUe-pros.was entered in the case of last week. Loss $10,000. The origin
says it would be altogethertoo danger- which the English novelistfelt called
ships, and scuttled them. The men were Fielding Henderson, charged with the of the fire is unknown.
ous to remove them while burglarsare, upon to expose and denounce so vehe- carried prisoners to the shore and furkilling of Vinoent Hinohecliffe, for lack
Postmaster Seaton, of Jaokson, has
no doubt, on the qui viVe to capture mently in his own country. In the nished food for the horrible feast of their of evidence. P. Henderson, convicted a $2 bill upon which is written the
Auburn prison the dark cell is literallya captors. No particulars of the fight or of of malieious mischief, was sent to the legend, “Taxen out of the moocasin of
hem.
living tomb, being a stone box three feet the survivors1 escape were obtained,but Penitentiary for one year. Three a dead squaw belonging to Black Kettle's
Prop. Tice, the great weather prophet
the facts are pretty well Authenticated, charges of assault to kill Capt George band, Januaiy 17, 1869— Allen Wetz
wide, six feet long and six feet high.
and the long absence c! the vessels fur- W. Bisney against Timothy Coyle were lor.”
of St Louis, had a narrow escape from
The floor is formed of a single stone nishes good ground for believing that the dismissed, the confession of Marshall
death nt Washington, last week. He was
Capt. S. W. Hill, of Isle Royal,
slab, the ceiling of a slab, and the walls story may be true. The survivor was Crain liaving exoneratedhim. Milton
found in September last a gold arrowtaken with inflammation of the lungs
of solid masonry. There are two doors, one of the crew of the Jewess, and he is Baxter, charged with murdering Vinoent point, two Inches long and a half an
from exposure in saving a life in the
said to have related that the surprise Hincheclifie,gave bail in the sum of
inch wide, supposed to nave been made
with no openings. A gill of water and
was complete— the vessels being some $3,000, and had his case continued. In by the race which formerly inhabited
North river, and took too large a dose of
four ounces of bread form the allowance distance from land, and no signs of enethe case of the State vs. William J. the island.
an opiate to relieve pain. The physicians
for twenty-four hours. Such a horrible mies having been seen. The usual pre- Crain, alias “Big Jeff Crain," alias
at one time despaired of saving him.
A special school meeting at Kalamode of treatment may be imagined, caution taken when a ship is becalmed “Black Bill Cram," and Nash W.
mazoo, last week, voted to reconsiderthe
Herb is a warning to hot-tempered and we are not astonished at the state- in the vidhify of land inhabitedby sav- Crain, alias “ Yellow B;ll Crain," for the vote cast at the last annual meeting In
ages is to thrive sliHip nails, ptod hlaw^i murder of William Spence, the first was
people to place a curb on their angry ment that the reports of the prison show
regard to issuing bonds to the amount of
ly together, through boards, which are granted a change of venue to Alexander
passions. A Mr. Drury, of Oberlin, that more than one-halfof the insane placed over the decks, and fastened firm- county, and will be tried in January. $10,000, and selecting the site for another school-house.
Ohio, got into a wrangle with a couple cases at Auburn have resulted from such ly down, leaving the sharp iron points “Yellow Bill " was admitted to bail in
Mbs. Francis Tins, of Battle Creek,
sticking up. It is then impossible for the sum of $6,000. Marshall Crain,
of mischievous boys, and during the punishment.
has recently completed a largo book on
the barefootedsavages to step upon the who pleaded guilty to the murder of
quarrel fell dead in his tracks. The
the life of the well-known and venerable
Senator Hamlin, of Maine, is going deck, and they are shot off at leisure. William Sponoe, and is now under sencolored woman, Sojourner Truth. It is
Coroner's jury rendered a verdict that he
Thisprecaution wasnot^ken oh board
to do the best he can toward escaping
died from the effects of excitement and
the Jewess, the survivor said, because
at onoe by the
from the odium he has suffered ever
no danger was suspected.It is under- those in proximity to his cell. He now
passion produced by the altercation.
Adventists’
publishing-house.
since that amendment of his to the postal stood that no ship of the United States entertainsthe hope that he can purify
One million three hundred and sixtyGen. .John Morgan, who has been law was passed which doubles the rates Navy is now stationed in the South Seas, his soul by embracing religion. He held
five
thousand dollars is the aggregate
or within reasonable distance of the vi- up with remarkablecourage until Friliving at the Upper Cascades,in Oregon, of postage upon transient newspapers.
cinity where the terrible tragedy iscred- day last, when he broke down comnlete- appropriationfor building the new Capsince the war, died there in September, It is already announced that he will take ited as having been enacted. The Jewly, and confessedhe was not only the as- itol, and there has been expended $574,5
under the alias of John Pendleton. an early opportunityin the Senate to ess was nqar
sassin of William Spence but also of 200.18, leaving $790,799.82of the appro,
Capt. Sisney, and that he swore against priation unexpended. The amount exThe latter was the name of lus mother, explain his connection with the matter, Mayo, o'
Baker to save his own life. On the day pended the present fiscal year is $217, who lived in Oregon, and thither he es- and will insist that he has been greatly owner, and Mark
ton, Caleb Eaton, and
mentioned he had George Sisnev, Jr., 927.56.
caped after being wounded— not killed- misrepresented. The way of it was this
part owners. Frank Lewis, of East called to his cell, and told him that he
The trial of Emory Nye, charged with
in Tennessee, so long ago. This is a re- The express companies were lobbying to Boston, was one of the mates on the was the murderer of his father. He the murder of Robert Molineaux, will
get the laws amended so that packages three vessels. There were probably prostrated liimself before the young take place at Marshall,Nov. 8. Nye’s
cent newspaper report Believe it?
weighing as much as four pounds could thirty men, but the names of any cannot man, and asked his forgiveness. Bisney mother, who is very wealthy, las secured
Dr. Beard, the English physician, has not longer be carried in the mails, on be ascertained,most of them having replied that ho could not forgive the for his oouusel ex-Gov. Blair, of this
taken the trouble to show that brains are the pleas that the mails were overbur- been shipped in foreign ports. Time murderer of his father, as forgiveness State ; John Van Arman, the celebrated
will probably bring to light fuller par- for such a crime would be unnatural. criminal lawyer of Chicago, and Henry
conducive to longevity. Intellectual dened with that class of matter, and that
ticulars of their horrible fate.
Crain remarked that ho was not in H. Brown, of Battle Creek.
force, he says, is but a form of vital the governmentwas carryingit at a loss.
his right mind when he committed‘the
While John Ross, of Kalamazoo, was
Wonderful Memories.
force. The Doctor did not say, because The department showed that the former
deed."
excavating a well on the farm of E. S.
Pliny says that Cyrus had a memory
it was unnecessary,that good morals are
Wicks, in Cooper township, one day
Whisky Made Old by Machinery.
claim was not true, but could not deny
so prodigious that he could name every
last
week, the earth caved in, burying
even more conduciveto long life than that the latter objectionwas well foundThere is a very nice awe at present
officerand soldier in bis armies; and that
liim to the depth of 22 feet The alarm
brains ; and that the people without ed, and so proposed to checkmate the Lumns^iFi™i^wTvr^ik1'man“
citi- being arguotl before tlie ftjmmisaion.T
was given, and soon a large number of
(hat
nit,
mntaine,!
Hevenue at
Washington- persons were gathered, and squads as
brains frequentlyliave a large supply of express companies by not reducing the zen by name when
when that city contained
...
great interest to dismore than 200,000 capable of bearing 2?.e that possesses great mter
morals. .
large as could work advantageously allimit of weight, but doubling the rates of
nas been
arms. Seneca speaks of a friend, Pon- j ^1.®r8’ * J00.? ^unG ^
ternated until the body was reached at
No one is expected to doubt the fol- postage on such packages,and “ through tins Latro, who could repeat verbatim quite an object to discover some way to 3 o’clock next morning. Life had been
age whiskv— that is, to secure the evaplowing o’er-truetale, reported by the an inadvertance,”for which Mr. Hamlin all the speeches he had heard declaimed
extinct for several hours.
oration of the fusel-oil iu the natural
by the Roman orators. It is said that
claims
that
hejyas
not
responsible,
the
New York World : “ A Brooklyn woman
At Grand Ledge resides a family in
whisky, so that the best grade of liquor
Joseph Scaliger committed to memory
was badly frightened by a cat some change was nde to apply to newspapers both the Iliad and the Odyssey in could 1)0 reached. Under ordinary ar- which there are two daughters and one
ipnnddaughter; three sons, two: grandmonths previous to the birth of her as well. It is announced,by the way, twenty-one days. Sir William Hamilton rangementswhisky requires an ago of
sons, aud one great grandson; two fathfive
years
to
lose
all
of
its
fusil-oil
charchild. That child proved to be a girl, that the doubling of rates on packages tells us of a young Corsican of good famacter. It lias been discovered that the ers and one grandfather; throe mothers,
ily who liad gone to Padua to study
and is now 18 years of age and married. has not decreased. their number, while it
shipment of whisky by sea in a brief wo grandmothers, and one great-grandcivil law, in which he soon distinguished
has
largely
increased
the
revenue,
and
mother; two sons-in-law and one daughDuring her girlhood she gave no evihimself. “ He was a freaueut visitor at period accomplishes what time ordinari- ter-in-law; four brothers-in-law and two
the
postage
on
newspapers
will
probably
ly
is
required
to
do.
The
constant
modence of being affected by her mother’s
the house and gardens of Muretus, who,
tion imparted to the liquor by the mo- sistora-in-law;two uncles and one greatfright, excepting,indeed, a propensity j be put back to the old figures by the having heard that he possessed a remarktion of the ship has always had the effect uncle; yet the whole family consists of
able art or faculty of memory, though
to chase mice and occasionally to sit on ! next Congress.
of rapidly hastening the evaporation of but nine persons, without any inter
incredulous in regard to reports, took
the backyard fence and yowl a little on
the fusel oil, so tliat a brief voyage en- marriage.
occasionto request from him a specimen
A Human Monster.
liances the market value of whisky in a
William Stewart,' a wholesaleliquor
moonlight nights ; but, strange to relate,
The Springfield (Mass.) Republican of his power. He at once agreed; and, remarkabledegree. An ingenious in- dealer, and one of the prominent citisince the birth of her own baby she alhaving adjournedwith a considerable
says : “ LePage, the suspected murderer
ventor, who has noted this effect, lias zens of Au Sable, was found dead in that
ways lifts it out of its crib by the back of Josie Lougmaid, made another des- party of distinguished auditors into a patented a process for securing this movillage, one morning last week, opposite
saloon, Murteus began to dictate words,
perate effort to escape from the Concord
of its neck with her teeth."
tion to the whisky while lying at the dis- the American House, with four deep
Latin, Greek, barbarous,significant and
Jail Saturday, and has been placed in
tillery.Ho introducesa sort of chum wounds in his head, and his sknll
non-significant, disjointedand connectL. D. Sine is a name familiar to news- irons. The accumulating evidence
ed, until he wearied himself, the into the barrels, leaves the bung out, smashed in, evidently causing instant
paper readers in the West as the pro- against him indicates that he is not only young man who wrote them down, aud while a bit of machinery propelled by death. Stewart left his store at 9 p. m.
the guilty man, but is one of the most
steam animates the chums and imparts a he night before, with $1,000 on his perprietor of a gift enterprise in Cincinbesotted monsters iu the criminal record. the audience who were present; ‘we continuedstirringof the whisky. A son, and was not seen after. He leaves a
nati, and as an extensive advertiserof According to his wife’s account he were all,’ lie says, ‘marvelously tired.’
short time of this process materially wife and four children. Intense exciteThe Corsican oloue was the oue of the
his scheme. We read in the Cincinnati used a mask when he attacked
ages the whisky. Now, as the invention ment prevailed.
whole
company
alert and fresh, and conEnquirer that he has become a hopeless and outraged her sister in Canada
promises to be very popular among the
On Friday evening of last week David
tinually desired Muretus for more words,
five years ago. He was arrested, but esdistillers, a very nice question at once
imbecile, and lias had a guardian apVilson fell among thieves. Ho ran off
who
declared
he
would
be
more
than
caped by desperate lighting while the
rose before the Internal Revenue peo- rom the bridge at Ludiogton, just north
pointed to look after his property, which officers were binding his legs, and for satisfied if he could repeat the lialf of
ple, and that was whether this process of Ward’s North Mill and fell into the
what
he
had
taken
down,
and
at
length
amounts to several hundred thousand some time lived in the woods. Some two
does not come under the head of recti river, and probably would have been
he ceased. The young man, with his
dollars. Sine’s history is a very remark- years ago he traveled fifty miles to the
fying. If it does, the whisky so “ aged " drowned had he not been assisted out by
house of his cousin, and foully outraged gaze fixed upon the ground, stood silent by this rectifyiugprocess will have to
able one. He lost his sight through an
wo men, who afterward took him into a
her person, escaping with her horse. for a brief season; and then says Mure- go out on the market with a rectifier’s
saloon and undressed him and pat him
explosionof gunpowder while a printer His wife says that he has made attempts tus, ‘Vidi acinus mirificissimum.’Havstamp on it.
bed, first giving him a drink or two.
in the CincinnatiGazette office. He was to ravish his own daughter, fifteen years ing begun to speak, he absolutely reThev then left him, taking all of his
peated
the whole words in the same order
C
ool
Capt.
Relilimler.
carefully nursed tlirough the sufferings old, and that they have been afraid of
in wliich they had been delivered, withOne of the essentials to the success of clothes and his pocketbook, containing
wliich followed at his boarding-houseby their lives on account of his brutahty.
W or $5 in money. His entire wardrobe
The murderer of the Ball girl is proved out the slightest hesitation; then, com- a good seaman is presence of mind, such
a young lady whe subsequently became
mencing
from
the last, he repeated them as the Captain of a Russian man-of-war consisted only of a bedquilt
to have worn moccasins at me time of the
A young Detroit girl behaved rudely
his wife. After that he sold cigars and crime, and it is known that LePage wore backward till he came to the first. Then, recently exhibited. His frigate, the
again,
so
tliat
he
spoke
the
first,
the
X)
some of the vounger pupils at one of
Olaf,
hid
accompanied
the
yacht
of
the
other things to printers, and, being them that day, while it has been learned
third, the fifth, and so on; did this in Czarewitch to Copenhagen, and was the public schools the other day, for
that
a
short
time
before
the
murder
he
largely patronized through fraternal
inquired of a girl what road Miss Ball any order that was asked, and all without lying at anchor among numerous other which bad conduct she was kept in one
sympathy, obtained a start in life which
took in returning from school on Friday the slightesterror. Having subsequently ships in the harborlwhena fire was disoov- of the rooms some time after school was
he made the most of, being to-day a nights. The mask found near the body become familiarly acquainted with him, covered in a ooaTcellar below, wliich joined dismissed. When the girl’s mother
wealthy man. But now to his physical of Miss Ball has recently been examined, I liave had other and frequent experi- on the powder magaziue. The lire had heard of the circnmstances she ran to
ence of his power. He assured me (and made such headway that it seemed im the 'school and forcibly released her
blindnesshas been added a mental dark- and proves to be fastened with birch
he had nothing of the boaster in tiim) possible to check it before it would reach daughter, after which both fell upon the
withes, and withes were also found near
ness tliat makes the old man truly an
the body of Miss Ball, while a birch withe that he could recite in the manner I have the magaziue, in which wi s stored on teacher and beat her so savagely that
object of sympathy.
was found tied around a pine tree close mentioned to the amountof 36,000 words. unusual large quantityof cartridges and she went into hysterics. The assailants
And what is more wonderful, they all loose powder. Their explosion would were arrested, and the mother fined $10
to where the body of the Lougmaid girl
The Singer will case makes a curious lay. LePage is known to be an expert in so adhered to the mind, that after a year’s destroy not only the Olaf, but also a and costs, with the alternative of thirty
revelation of domestic manners. It lifts making withes, even mending harness with interval he could repeat them without number of the vessels in her vicinity, days in the House of Correction.Judge
trouble.I know, from having tried him,-* and, possibly, a portion of the city. As Harbaugh in passing sentence said
the roof on a harem. Mr. Isaac M. them. A piece of cloth which looks as
though bloody hands hail been wiped on he could do so after considerabletime." the only means of averting a catastrophe the only circumstance which induced
Singer, the celebrated sewing-machine
—Scribner for November.
the Captain instantlyresolved to sink him to withhold exemplary punishment
it has been found at LePage’s house, and
millionaire, left $13,000,000 and twentythe ship. He sent away the crew with was the fact that the detendant is a
his wife says a shirt he wore on that day
When Did thelYarBegin 1
such valuable property as was portable, widow with a family dependent upon her
six children— two liaving died— by five is missing. Three young girls have
The Supreme Court to-day affirmed the with the aid of the carpentersand en- for rapport ; tliat the communitymust
different women. He got divorced from stated that they were chased in the woods
decision of the Court of Appeals of New gineers stove a hole in the vessel, and be given to understand that teachers in
two of them and was not married to the by LePage previous to the Pembroke York in the easeof McStear vs. Matthews,
left her to sink. This she did before the the public schools, being responsible for
murder.
one whom he left the largest portion of
Mr. Justice Strong delivering the opin- fire reached the magazine. The vesse the instrnctioD, governmentand diBciT. M. and three friends were playing ion. This was an action npon the achis property,though he publicly a
wus raised toe followmg^day but slightly jfiine of large numbers
at whist on Tuesday evening. During ceptance of a bill of exchange by the firm
knowledgedher as his wife. The strikthe third game T. M.’s partner dealt of Branden, Chandliss & Co., of New the conduct
‘ of the officer, and the Em- dischargeof their duties; and that pering thingabontthewillisthatheacknowl- and turned up the aoe of spades. On
Orleans,it being alleged that Matthews, peror acknowledged his promptness, sons committingassaults upon them
edges all his illegitimate children,calls looking at his hand he found the whole living in- New York, was at the time of
coolness, and skill by making him his would be most rigorously dealt with.
them all by name, and makes provision of the same suit T. M. says that he the acceptance a member of that firm.
has seen whist played more than fifty The only question was whether the part- conferred on Russian naval
The Duke of Edinburgh’sbaby apfor all «f them. There is no shirking of
years, but never remembers such a nership existed at the date of the acpears destined to shine ii% society. It
responsibility,no mealy-mouthed subter- circumstance happening before.— 2?e#’« ceptance, April 23, 1861, the war being
Sidney Roach, of Ledyard, CL, was ate a box of blacking recently as a prefuge, no polite prevarication, but an Life. '*
then flagrant. The Court held that al- killed last week by on ugly bull
paratory measure.
silver

cessful inventor and

businessman,but a

•
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vldual opinions of innocence, even in the

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

presence of those

6, 1875.

sworn

be

to

^dmtusmettte.

influenced

by nothing else except the law and the ev
deuce, #is a matter which could stand

some

GO AND CALL

majorities have

The

been obtained In nearly all of the States “The People” In a dilemma, as to what
where elections have been held on Tues- course to pursue with their man Watson.
day. The municipal elections in Detroit Accord ingjto'the theory upon which the

stock of

On

DEALER

Crockery,

IN

MILL FEED, CORN, &c.

a twenty thousand re- cannot and should not do; neither do we
publican majority confirms a fate about believe that the public demand or expect
which the Ohio elections had left an un- this. The extent however of Watson's
certainty.

The

connectionwith the planning

of

having in

their

with even the

mere

a

prospect of

DEPOT.

Corner of Fish & Seventh Streets.

HOLLAND, MICH.

national

breaking up the railroad track. But In
this

WANT
W
T B D
£ias.E».K'aoaSHi pn»“e of ProJn“
I

connection It should be remembered

-A. TST

White Lead

Holland

democrau in

enthusiastically hailed

sight in the verdict of the jury) and upon
by the lending whose evidence the prosecution relied

several of the states, during

mainly

the late elections, thereby placing the

On

a

prospect for a permanent

success.

But as though this were not sufficientto tion of
reverses, they have allowed themselvesto

is

very

a

Drugglat** Pharmacli

affairs, indeed.

this

immediate vicinity, it left

without any injury

we

its

property,al-

to life or

heavy wind

alarm was raised, and apparently with suc- sharp lightning and
Schools was

in

danger and

^

have aroused a fear in the popular mind,

tinguished before

much damage was

A

tarianism through
warmness

be

any

No pains have
been spared by the new Pro-

or

ed loss of the barn

luke-

is

|800, and

presents it- tents $1 ,200. Partly insured
the republic igan State,” of Adrian.

of

in the

its

con-

“Mich-

Having enjoyed a season of

extraordi.

nursery of American nobility shall be equ- our attention, especially since the death

guarded now

of one was sudden and unexpected,while

as in the days of its

can demonstrate the three represent the prime of youth,
this thouroughly and satisfactorily it may the middle aged and the octogenarianas well consider its destiny defined and culled away together, irregardless of appast grandeur— unless it

its

doom

sealed, and instead of a success-

parent earthly exigenciesand conditions

our

national affairs, it will

CIGARSP CIGARS!

12-m5

r.

& A. dtemoe,

|

We

[If contrary to our

age of forty-three.The third on this

should be the

own preferancessuch

course of events, and the

Mr. E. Bolhuis, one qf the

est settlersof this colony,

E

.A.

L E

!Rj

Office

S,

enough

at the City of

Holland, to have one

in

aged 84 years,
to

Agentsa large and well lighted sample

W.

T. Sherman,

known

pleasure they have given

how much

me. I do

the

Fullers has greatly subsided

here and given way to a general feeling of

disappointment and contempt

with

the

verdict of the jury acquitting Melvin 0.

Fuller.

this or

would

any

top

much

community that they
upon
tolerably accurate knowledge of nil the

of

a

It is in fact expecting

you with doing any intentionalinjustice
any one. Judging from the effect of

to

your book

upon

myself, I cannot doubt

that it will greatly

with

which you

circumstances and incidents connected
with this atrocious murder, for the Intelli-

gence and joint opinion of

a set of

men,

Country Produce!
,

n

*

150

qualified.The

men were

liberality with

be

dis-

which these

allowed to roam amongst a

public where men of influence were very
freely

in Jhe expressionof

and
A

.i-

heathers.

BARRELS

of

SALT.

Our aim Is to pay the Highest Market Price for
kinds of Conntry Produce, and we make ibis a
specialty. We never refuse to buy anythingin this
line. Our connectionsare such that we can ab
ways pay the Mghut prim.

Holland, Oct. 28, 1875.

DeFeyter Bro
Lumber,

Wood,

Produce.
Holland,

of

Wood

THE

111

failureof the attempt to restrict the crop,
of logs, saying:

“Some

more and others

less than in the

operators will cut

winter of

—

&

sioner of Agricultuhq. is now about three
their indi- hundred million busbfels.

P1L15,

remo"f-

SOLD at —
Wholesale and Retail

WALSH,

H.

Druggist,

Holland. Mieh.
Holland, Mich., Feb.

25, 1875. 2-tf

eTherold,
Eighth Street,

City of

Holland. *

_____

12,

1875.

Ltdiet, Sinti,

4-tf

Mi,

CLOETINGH.

1875.

iQTS.

Holland, Feb.

FALL AND

aid

Vism Wear

20th,

E. HEROLD.
1874. 1-3^8-ly

WINTER. 1876.

of

&

SL00TER

EPECIM

AID

Produce.

A.

1875.

m,de
heavy assortment

11

B‘ock a

HIGGINS Ladies & Children Cloaks & Cloaking

DEALERS IN

g-iroceiries
AND

^

L.

&

S.

VM BEN

eiohth STREET

wol

BERGrE,

- - - HOLLAND,

MICH

JngofhaVe removed our ltore ,n the Brick Bui)d

MR. A. VEISTNEMA,
Opposite

BARKER

21°,

A VAN RAALTE’Sshoe store.

Flour, Feed,

kU^>LKidmZ:

in large quantities.
•

Hay, Grain,
and Mill Stuff,

1

TOYS

TOYS

1

TOYS!

At Lowest Cash Prices.

--

United 8tate?;"kecprding to the Commis-

MBM

The underelgnedwishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinitythat beta" at
present located at Muskegon, he baa made arranirelatest stylo and with dispatch. 1
mente with Mr. W. Vorst. at Holland,at whose
store, on River street, all job work for binding can
be left. I have purchaseda new and complete Hue Eetairiaj Till Estein Prompt Aite&tioa,
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.

The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate
Son’s Hardware Store.
Holund, April 2,
W. BUTKAU.

1874, but there will probably be just as

towards reducing the supply.”
—
An ‘‘average crop” of wheat in the

DR. SCHOUTEN’S

BOOKBINDING! FIILTDIHSTO-S

Eighth Street, Holland, Michigan.

-

Prop’r.

Also a toll line of

Mich., Oct. 28, 1875.

are cherished by the

A Saginaw lettei laments the probable

—

MINDERHOUT,

W.

—

Ties,

Timber, and alHdnds

American people.”

his part

J.

s,

DEALERS IN

Holland, Mich., March

deal also extensively in Flour and Conntry
p. * A. STEKETEE.

in spite of the general and

not heard sufficiently about it to

on the

all

enormous quanti

Flour and Feed.

widespread much lumber next year as there has been
information which in our days is given this year. Everybody cries ‘over-producto a crime like the murder of Pound, had tions,’ but no one is ready or willing to do

who

iu

strengthenthe affection

other

sacrifice their firm belief based

fitted up

ed with the Hotel.

We have put up In our woods, (on the Lake Shore
Road, two mile* Wem of the white reboot -ho a aeon
the Grand Haven road) a first-claw
portable saw mill
Flannels,
which Is now in good running order, and can serve
the public at any time with all kinds of building
Sheetings,
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the
same wherever wanted.
Blankets,
We can lengthen out so as to raw 40 feet, and
will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Shawls,
Our facilitiesfor getting out deck planks and
anv kind of ship timber are nnequaled.
Yarns
, ....
............
Uv...,cu
H.uiu^uy 0uu
All bills
will be
filled promptly
and wu.
with des„
pa,cht an(l a f»Ir filling can be relied upon. CusV'OllOnaaeSItom sawing doneC at bottom figures.
... ___
A 1™ T
I, All kinds of Farm Products, taken In pay for
Also Live (reese
lumber and rawing, Also Wood. Bark and Rail1 road Ties, when delivered at our Pier on Lake
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
Lake.

not

believe that a just criticismwill charge

The excitementconnected with

room has been

ground floor. Livery connect-

very carefully, and I cannot let the occasion pass without telling you

trial of the

goods

The unders gned announces to the Public that
he has finishedhis new Meat-Market,and Is now
ready to supply his customers with all kinds of
Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair dealing he feels confident of giving satisfaction to all
those who wish to favor him with part of their
trade.

whom

Represcntalive Garfield, of Ohio, says: “I

the political cartoons bf 1872, by a well
caricaturist.]

Floor.

For the convenienceof Commercial

Muskegon, Sept. 3

or more tags hooked on to the coat-tail of have read your two volumes of ‘Memoirs’

the corpse, somewhat as illustrated

on First

I

FIRST WARD.

list

for burial,we hope the procession in pasIn a letter to General

Retail. elegant furniture.

[Harrington’s Block, Eighth Street]

— IN’

first and old-

once great democratic party be cast out leaving a widow aged 82 years,
and conveyed to the political potters-fleld he was married 56 years.

sing through the country will stop long

and
well furnished with new and
are spacious

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

MEAT MARKET

stimulated in their course by the recollec- but four or five days, Mrs. Susan A. Kentions of the days to be commemorated dur- yon, the wife of our banker, died at the

is

supplied

with the best the market

The Rooms

have the agency for one of the largest manntoctnrleain the country and sell cigars at

Wholesale and

resiaing with his parents two miles north

meet with a universal distrust and the of the city. This was on the 29th ult.
merited condemnation of a patrioticpeople, On Monday morning, after an illness of

ing the approaching centennial.

be

table will

and the season afford.

Jr

We

ful appeal for an opportunity to inaugu- of life. The first was Gerrit Ynser, a
rate a much needed reform in the admin- promising young man of twenty-three,
istrationof

The

ties, such as

from the state to the church— unless it can nary health it is no more than natural that
convince the sovereign plebeian that the three funerals within two days arrested

ally well

FIRST-CLASS.
Provisions.

WERKMAN.

M

ple

disinfected of this stigma of being used to

promote the transfer of popular education

it

in her right side.

of theirs— unless it

self in the centennial year of

prietor to m?»ke

Crockery "and

A heavy stock of

sacrificed to sec- they saved were two horses. The estimat-

agency

Pro

and is open to the

traveling public.

cheap

to

prietors,

Dry Goods,
Hats & Caps,

Dry Goods,
Clothing,
now warring against the present system of She died the next morning. No .damage
Groceries,
common schools are to a great extent to the house.
Crockery,
found votiog with that party.
In Jamestown, Mr. R. Strik’s house was
During the previous career of the demo- struck, but we failed to learn any particGlass-ware,
cracy it never could have been successfully ulars.
Hats and Caps,
The
barn
of
Mrs.
J.
Siebelink,
in
Fillcharged with any such tendency. For
Boots a Shoes,
this, its past record was too clear and its more, six miles south of here, was struck
Etc., Etc.
historic page too bright; hence also its by lightning and was at once in full flames
We carry the heaviest stock
long and continuous reign. But unless it With great difficulty Dr. Ledeboer, who
of goods in the City; Buy in
can redeem itself of this heinous charge, bad taken shelter there from the storm,
and do it at once and effectually— unless it succeeded in saving his team. The barn large quantities, and sell
can convince the nation that the future of with all its contents were destroyed; all for cash or Ready Pay. Stacountry is not

large stock of

JUST RECEIVED

in the future this assertion might done.— The house of Mr. A. Nederveld
prove not to have been entirely ground- was also struck, and one of the inmates, an
that

the fact that the elements old lady, was paralysed

We have on hand a

And keep atoll line of

. _

Holland,

Holland, Mich., May, 1875,

SONS,

Are dealt In very extenilvely hy ns. and all orders
are promptly filled and delivered.

the roof the fire broke out, but this was ex-

this

HOTEL,

This House has changed

AWAY

H. D.

At Vricsland, the steeple of the Reform-

republicans as a party, yet it appears to

to

at

River Street, Holland, Mich.

TfMich.

specialty.

democracy would be inimical to ed Church, was struck by lightning and
the safety of free education,through the considerablydamaged. From thence the
manipulationsof Rome and its adherents. lightning passed along the roof for about
While we believe this charge to be unjust thirty-feetand entered the ceiling, followand that it should not be laid up against ing one of the chandeliers; it left its marks
the democracy as a political party, no upon one or two of the pews and went Inmore than prohibition or woman suffrage to the ground, a few feet from where the
can be consideredas doctrines held by the furnace is located in the basement. At

owing

“d

t

A BOX OF CI0AB8,

of the

less,

Extensive Trade, CITY

Of whatever brand he may prefer, costgave ing from $.200 to $4.00. I make Cigars a

every indication to the contrary.

success

that the

I

of me, between now and January Ist,
1876, I shall make a present of

escaped

sufficient though the sudden darkness which envel-

American system of Public

7

1875.

_

WERKMAN &

HEBER WALSH

unsatisfactory

to fatalizo the brightest prospect. The oped us during the afternoon,with the
cess, that the

MIOH.

At the Store of

check its victorious career and to invite marks. In the city proper

a tendency

SffiSSSS

GIVE

its

leaders, sufficient to endanger its future

be stigmatised with

etc..

.

i

The storm on Friday of last week was a
!
!
severe one, and we do not remember that
4
we ever experienced one accompanied
with so many accidents. In every direc To the one that buys the most Cigars

fair

feud among

Holland, Mich., November 5,

for conviction.

the whole it

Ohio and New York democracyupon op- state of
posite platforms, and resulting in each one
of them defeating the other, with

Provisions

wi" ^ “*ive

•tock. The

and ardently advocated by leading men of that the main witness, Wilson Pound, has
City
the republicanparty, but repudiated as a been disposed of (a fact which we are still U nctiurpeMed.ItU werrentedenperlor to any
White Load In this market, and Is sold at muen
party measure aAer the veto message of left at libertyto believe— thanks to an over-

Qen. Grant, was

Feed,

are possessed of any other proof outside of

victory. The inflationheresy, originated

as a fundamental doctrine

&

^ We invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.

N8AB

M. L.S.R.R.

the mur>

publicanadministration, the democracy of that volunteered by the Fullers, we do not
late were on a fair way of ascendency, know.
with every encouraging sign of ultimate
The j* 'not guilty” Melvin is still in cussuccess, had they not become intoxicated tody and held to answer the charge o

^

OFFICE

exhausted and der can bo ascertained somewhat from his
expiring hour developed a own statement. Whether the prosecutloi.
re-

Flour

All orders promptlyetteoded to.

issues of the war being

mass of corruption in the ranks of a

Groceries,

- - - HOLLAND,

RIVER STREET.

and the supposed stronghold
cial doctrine, but

traded go

Notions and Trimmings
Hats & Caps,

Stoneware,

especiallygratifying.It was the cradle ror of their position during the entire proof this finan- ceedings against the acquitted. This they

is

0

KOFFERS

&

Furnishing

its

this question the

^

of

(roods,
Goods,
Clothing,

Dry

J. E. HIGGINS,

leading advocates.-^ tion, unless they intend to acknowledge
result in Pennsylvania the correctness of the verdict and the er-

_uvf

IDEAX/BRS IN

HARDWARE.

eylvania,as in Ohio, is against inflation mer must be equally guilty with him. This
and we may as well consider this doctrine theory cannot be accepted by the prosecu-

call at the store

DUURSEMA

And examine his immense

and Chicago were of a local character and verdict of the Jury must have been based,
have resulted in, favor of law, order and as set forth by the old man Fuller— while
good governmentThe verdict in Penn- on the witness stand and not since— the for-

shelved, with all

and

HAVEmTE’S

result leaves the authorities ant

_

____________

of Goods for the Fall and Winter

AT

explanation.

Republican gains or

^

^

8LOOTER & HIGGINS.
Holland,

SENT

Oct.

15,

1875.

FREE&S^

fn CASH per week to til/,at home or traveling.
Somathlnguew. Addrwa, The DeverlyOo, Chicago.
•40 to

For Boys and Girls. Work Boxes, Building Blocks, Writing Desks, Albums, Maps
Smoking Sets, Dolls, Excursion Trains, Etc.,

Etc.,

o
Patterns

?nly

^

US

^

V!

t0

”

for 1116 8«Ie of the

W

“BriMantine,"a new preparation for givimr

^in^8 of ®larc^ed Linen

Wear. We

also keep Butterick’s

t— iimi

The

lotting*.

latest inflation—Gen.

Grant weighs

Next Wednesday is

187 pounds.

market-day ant

J.FLIEMAN,

then comes Thanksgiving.

-

--

-

The Common Council proceedings this
The job of “claying and gravel in c”
River street will be let on Wednesday, week are decidedly“local."

Mrs. Moody, the mother of the lay
preacher, is a member of the Unitarian

Nov. 17.— See

Church.

last page.

The

— _

----

valuation of Kent County is: real-

estate. $417,233,071,and personal

The President lias proclaimed and the
people will observe Thursday, Nov. 25, as 837.

-

our annual Thanksgiving.

-

For

-+•+-

porting calicoes from the United States.

-

The

County Poor Farm.

General W.

Judoe Hawes

danger.

place,

T. Sherman, with his staff

of Kalamazoo,

subject of his

new

lecture is “Cen-

-

SLEIGHS. TRUCKS,

Joseph Republican says that
& M. L. 8. R. R. at that
will soon be removed to Grand

The

ladle? of the Episcopal Church will

who

SOUTH BEND, IND.

next, at the residence of Mrs. T. D.

first

Thli wagon la the heat wagon In uae In thla 8ute
and the only alope-apokedwagon manufactured. It fa a better wagon than thd Jackson Wagon, and 1 will eell them Juat aa
I. IT. Parish has resigned the position
cheap, and give a written wanaoty
—
for one year. Wagons of my
Says the Allegan Journal: “It is rumor- of clerk of the U. 8. circuit court for this
own luanufactureI will
aell for
ed that F. B. Stockbridge will not go to district, and Col. C. B. Hinsdill lias

Powers.

been appointedto succeed him.
credited with The Hague, after all, but will remain in
the prediction that by the first of Janu- Michigan and attend to his lumber busi
Distance does lend enchantment to the
ness."
ary the Mississippi river will have cut a
view. The Omaha Herald believesthat
Gen. Jeff. Thompson

new channel near Vicksburg,leaving that

Frenchman gives to another

(Ine

following bit of advice: “Jacques, if

Henry Ward Beecher

the

is

now said

to be

working finely and to friends."

cause a great reform. There is more

first

—

The

-

think

to

have 22,000,000 bushels of wheat for ing

the season’s
crops will fetch $30,000,000, or more than
$50 for every man, woman and child in

a hole in her side.—

Brayton staked

out the first section for the grading of Riv-

began

ac-

south end of

the

tive operations

on

street, with five

teams and twelve men.—

Van

Mr. K.

the

Haaften

is

employed as

fore-

man.
The

Fanny Shriver is meeting

tug

w ith

troubles,mortgagees and other creditors
tacking her

from

all sides.

An

r

at the

J.

The
ty has

them are

still fit for use.

The
board of supervisors of Kent

appointeda committee

Coun-

to go to

Ka-

The symptoms

made by

Mr.

Van Leeuwen, a

re- expressed

in Gen.

70,

- .

EIGHTH STREET.

“When

Grant’s

In re-building our new shop we have purchased entire new Machinery,
Oj' the

and

Are sold as cheap at this Drug Store aa at any
other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictly pure.;

com-

whe

Or Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE

Trusses,

Chamois Skins,
Counter, Cloth,

Moines

Hair and

A

STEAM

KILN

DR,ir

AND TUB DRYING OB LVUBKR
WB SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.

Paint Brushes.
At the recent re-union of

aatlafy all

Planing, Matching,

Oils

cent Inmate of the institution.—Jfaf.

one-third

Mott Approved Patterns;

Medicines,

looking be-

Des

1871

And we are confident we can
want

Paints

that the school-question will be the

1,

raoEisrix
J. 0. DOESBUEG, Planing Mill.
hib
mil.

last time.

lamazoo and look into the management of yond the financial problem we believe it
maybe found imperfectly and clumsily
the state insane asylum and investigate the
charges

beat manner.

II01.LAHD. September 1, 1875.

Drugs,

Louisville Courier-Journal predicts

ing issue, and says:

Artiftl<

FLIKMAN.

111

epizootic has reached the city and

Louis office of the Western are not so serious as the

Union.

neatneu

Holland, Mich., December

not in such a heavy degree but what most

same time, has just been introduced

into the St.

with

Theae g<^a will be sold at the loweet poaal
ntHtfl ' XT,r7
jutulay/Watchea, clock* and Jewelry Repaired In the

on the Ameri-

The quadruple! telegraph instrument, spreading. At Boone & Alberti’slivery NO.
which, wonderful as it seems, enables two twenty-two horses have got “it," though
of

Jewelry, Pocket-Knives

Warranted.

aid dispatch.

is

messages to travel in opposite directions

Wprk

General Rlacksmlthlng done
in

-

-

The

All

is

Horse Shoeing a Speciality

a creditable display.

Grand Haven Her-

the state.

er street, and the contractor has

blackhearted

Wales
purest, ablest and best men

The Russian commission

ald.

export, and estimates that

On Monday Mr. J. C.

a

Watches, Silverware,

Clocks, Spectacles, &

The Schr. Kira, of Holland, loaded with can Centennial has determinedto limit the
wood took refuge on Monday from the list of articles to be exhibited to Russian
storm; but after getting into the harbor specialities, which are little known abroad.
Nevertheless, they arc confident of making
chafed or struck against some piles, stav-

at

Panf Pioneer says that Minneso.

8t.

ta will

-

apt

-

this novel idea than one is

in

is

villain, and that the Prince of

you

one of theAt New Buffalo, some time ago, they keeps on quarrelling with everybody who
England.
organizedan “Anti-Treating Society," and loves yonr wife, you will soon have no
it

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH.

is

place two miles inland.

etc.

St.

pre- hold their next social, on Tuesday evening

during the

sided with Judge Arnold

tennial Thoughts."

Light & Heavy Wagons.

Rapids.

Carl Schurz will begin a lecturing tour days of the Fuller trial, lies sick at his
home, with erysipelas.
in New England on the 1st of November.
The

of

the offices of C.

Alex. H. Stephens, who lias been has left St. Louis on a tour of inspection
dangerouslyill, has been relievedof ids of the millitary posts of die territories.
sufferings,and is considered out

it

Top or Open Buggies,

-

Messrs. Van Landkgend & Melis, last

commenced im

manufacture

Sergeant Corbett, who killed John
Wilkes Booth, has left Cleveland and will
make bis home in Chicago.

week put up the furnace at the Ottawa

the first time in the history of the

two nations England has

$2,703

mb m

soldiers at

It has been suggested thatThe practice
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
All the leading Patent Medldnea In the market.
now gaining ground, of having one Bible Indianapolis, one of the veterans who at- A full block of the very beat Perfumery Hold In Or anything In onr line, manafactared on ahori
other day under motgage and bought in by
notlae.
tracted much notice was Thomas IT. How- bottle or by mcaanre.
esson for Sunday-schools,should be exCharles Storing. She is now lying at
J. O. DOESBURG.
ard, of Clarksville, Johnson County, Ind.,
H.
W.
VERBEEK a Co.
tended to pulpits, and that as far as posHolland, Mich., July 80, 1875.
Central Wharf.
who
was
a
drummer-boy
in
the
war
of
sible all churches throughout Christendom
1812, and who had nine sons in the war of
Says the O. It Democrat: “It is stated should listen to the same passages of Scripthe Rebellion.
by a gentleman from Chicago as possible ture throughoutthe year.
0
that Mr. Joseph Medill will retire from the
John Henry had a guest to dinner the
One of the points in the late United
MRS. J. WYKHUIZEN has removed from
Tribune, and that Mr. Horace White, the
other day, and during a pause in the conEighth Street to Ko. 85, Tenth Street,
States Circuit Court decision was that naMANUFACTURBRbOF AND DEALERS IN
former editor-in-chief,will resume his old
West of Hope Church.
versation the <n/an< temWe spoke up: “I
tional banks have the right to take chattel
0 "
position. It is rumored that Mr. Medill is
mortgages for loans made at the time the wish I was you?" “Do you, little boy,
Cures:
Felons,
attempting to open negotiations for the purand why do you wish you was me?" Cos
security is tnken. It has been previously
chase of the Inter Oeean."
Burns, and
you don’t get your ears pinched when you
_________
ruled that they can hold real estate mortinterestsubject to other liens was, sold the

H/EIdlOVED!
—

.

•

^

For

—

_

eat Tittles with

a local jotting,said to represent

the\gHge 0D,y

'

BOOTS, SHOES,

your knife.”

Scrofulous Swellings.

10 9ecure ,0Rn8 a,rendy existent

Make* a ipeclalty of all FEMALE COMThe scow Cousin Mary, who was
have never bePLAINT AND DISEASES OF
Public schools of this city, the following»fore 5een jn a better condition at thig beached last summer between Saugatuck
CHILDREN,
is not bad:
and this harbor, and who was left by the
season of the fiscal year, owing of course
And
recommends
herself to the citizens
“Emma, are you a Hollander?"
owners to remain there since, was sold A Very large stock on hand.
to the revenuesderivad by the prompt enof Holland and vicinity.
“No, ma’m."
forcement of the new liquor law. We have last week at Marshal’s sale, by 8. J. Bailey
Xn. WykhuiroTi Queen of Ointment
“Well, are you an American?"
during the entire summer supjKjrtedour U. 8. Dcp. Marshal, for $150. The buyers
can be bought at the Store of J. H. Kick“No ma’m, we’re Methodists."
Intveld, Eighth Street. Price, 85 Cents.
poor, paid all the current expenses, did areJ. Kulte, J. Verplankeand H. Van Sti Stmt,
HOLLAND, VICE.
Holland, Mich., February 85, 1875.
der
Haar.
If tbe sale is confirmed by the
not borrow a cent, and itlll have cash in
44-lily
A young militia Colonel in Netr-Tork
court,
they
intend
to
have
her
launched
•-1/
the treasury.
recently asked an adjournment of a lawand brought to this place for repairs.
suit in which he was concerned ns counThe schr. WMin after successfullyenJ.
& Son.
The Common Council of Grand Haven,
sel. “You know I have Important busi- tering the harbor during Friday’s storm,
ness at one o’clock," he said, “and what managed to get beached inside, at what is on Thursday evening passed a resolution
The oldest Furniture House in
FIRST
STORE.
is it." “No, I don’t" replied His Honor;
known as “Graafschap Point." She was expressing “full confidence in tbe intethe
City.
“what Is it?” “My regiment has been or- loaded down with back-freight, her cargo grity, honesty and capacity of John H.
dered out at 1 o’clock." “Your Honor," being valued at no less than $25,000. It Mitchell, late City Treasurer, being as a Always keep a fnll and well aelocted atock of Fn* I have just received a new and

^rienceofoneof the teachers at the! The

finances of the City

RUBBERS, ETC.

- -

-

-

M. Reidsema

J. J.

FIHEID’S

WARD

nltnre, at pricca corresponding
with the times.

said the opposing counsel, with great has all been dischargedand no damage reason therefor the correct and reliable regravity, “it is a serious matter; the gen- sustained except that the WoUin is still high ports made by him to this Council for the
tleman will be court-martialed and shot if and dry.— On Thursday afternoon the TwU present fiscal year.” Good for brother
he falls to attend.”

light succeeded

On Tuesday, Gen. Rosser

in getting her off, mostly Mitchell. Yet no one who knows him has
ever doubted his integrity —G. H. Herald.

successfully

placed his last crib at the south pier. This

At

—

-

by dredging.

The

the close of a recent speech by an in-

Baptist Union,

Wall Paper,

Window

be attended to before winter sets

in.

If

this were done and with the present exten-

“General, we Yankees up here are in the The trouble with Dr. Crosby is that he
both preaches and practices moderate
habit of taking a practical view of things,
and this one thing we confess our inability

drinking, but not total abstinence.

He

is

Dutch stock, a man of the
sion we would be enabled to derive the to comprehend. We can't see how, by
highest
character
for purity and learning,
benefits during the coming season of the adding two gallons of wattr to a gallon
and was a few years ago the Moderator of
depth created by the spring freshets.
of milk, there will be any more cheese in
of good old

the Presbyterian General Assembly.—

it."

&.

Rev. J. T. Webster, of Detroit,who

The

spent last winter in Rome, has been invit-

ed and has acceptedto lecture on that sub- by the Council: The bridging
ject, for the benefit of Grace Church, on

The

following street jobs have been let

of tannery while standing on the

creek on Maple street, with the necessary

We

all our citizens will patronize this

object.

to

ty-five men

left on

the main track.

end of The engineer saw it in time, reversed his engine and stopped his train within a few feet
to G. Daalman, for 10.90
of the caboose.

of

Market street,
In an old newspaper, printed at Peter-

was

stumps on

of

ses. He must occasionally wait at table, house, and had reached the main building Koningbe^g,8 “8»n»ple-room." The latbefore it was discovered, and then it wa8 J ^ ml8tr“8ted the former and in order to

us, mil be

horses, and read a chapter in the Bible.—

too late to save the building and but very j 8ati8fy hi8 waveriDg mlnd on this point, be

He must

little

rise at 7 in the

morning, and obey

his master and mistress in all lawful

mands. N.

com-

of the contents.

The distance was/

too far to take the $2,000 'baby elephant

B.— He must not be too fami- consequentlyshe was kept locked up

liar with the maid-servants of Ihe

Wages, 15 guineas

a year."

house.—

the engine house, where she could do

harm. Mr.

Clipson’sloss will

$2,000 and he had no insurance.”

The

,ook 8ome 1 redeemable currency, marked
it, and laid it in the till, left the room,

and gave mr.

till-lifteran

opportunity to

48-9 sly

NEW STOCK OF

CLOTHING
AT

to

the Circuit Court

Id default of $500 bail he

for trial.

was committed

City Drug Store
to the county Jail.
of Wickhair’s Condition Powders during
To prevent the epizootic it is only/necthe last epizooticwas over one hundred essary to take good care of your horses and
packages per day. Hundreds of our far- feed Wickham’s Condition Powders; they
To cure the epizootic, use Wickham’s
mers and citizens can bear testimony to
have never been known to fail. For sale ConditionPowders. They are for, sale at
their efficiencyin the cure of this disease.
at Walsh’s City Drug Store.
Walsh’s City Drugstore.
retail sales at the

I have Increased my room In order to aocommo.
date thla large atock and Inrite the public of the cltv
Mjdvlelnlty to come and examine my gooda anti

trade°iDlinUe^

CMTy

LIQUORS

&

John Boost

Son,

cot tr BIV21 1 NINTH STtlXT.

Dealers in

00 *

WH0L1€RAT

^

CIGARS,

&

sA£asar'"l•'
Farmers will find my store a welcome
jiace. I wish to buy all they have to sell
n the line of PRobUGE, and can s?p
)ly them with everythin* they need in my

me. A

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

Choice Groceries

good stabble and accommodations
them.
Mr. Jamr8 Wjwtvker will always be

for their teams are offered to

M™lrea£y ^

ualt

Tn

any

J. J.

TEAS AND SYRUPS.
Highest market price paid
for Butter

&

^

friends who wish to call upon him.

bu old

AH orders will be promptly filled and
deliverM home-free of charge.

AND

Holland, Mich., Oct.

15.

FIF1ELD.
1875.

Meat Market,

Eggs, in traae or

in cash.
Holland. Mich., Oct.

Jacob Unite.
0,

1875.

He was examinbefore Squire Post on Monday, and

bound over

Uae of

rrce of charge.

take it— and he took It.
ed

fall

FEED.

trimmed

I

join in household prayer, look after the

And keep constantly on hand a

COFFINS, FLOUR &

Wail jtaper bought of

borough, England, in 1874, appears the

I

Liquors.

Mattresses,

the south

Saugatuck has lost her brewery,
A little till-liftingby Monsieur Eugene
following advertisement: “Wanted: For burned down on Wednesday night of las
L'Esperance
caused his arrest on Wednesa sober family, a man of light weight, who week. Says the Commercial:‘The flrei
------------------------originated
from
the
furnace
in
the
ma]t
day
aflernoon
week*
It
was in
fears the Lord and can drive a pair of hor-

and

Groceries,

Feather Beds,

that the caboose with from twenty to twen-

W. H. Finch, for $125. The opening

and removal

Glassware,

Feathers,

yesterday forenoon, to allow a freight

came near meeting with
an accident which might have cost several of the lifes or limbs of those on board.
It appeared that the gravel train was too
long to be acommodatedon the switch, so

trust street, and the filling in on the south side,

worthy

switch at Zeeland,

Crockery,

train to pass, it

Monday evening, Nov. 15, at Kenyon’s approaches,to J. Quartel & Co., for $375.
Hall. In building the Church a small The clearing up of Fifteenth street, so
debt was incurred and the proceeds of as to make it passable for teams, to B.
this lecture is to help liquidate the same. Homkins, for $55. The extension of the
We understand that over one hundred bridge across tannery creek on Twelfth
tickets have already been sold.

gravel train on the Chicago road

Hats & Caps,

Oil Cloths,

completes the work of the contractors this flationistbefore an audience composed made fierce attacks on Dr. Howard Crosby,
whom it accuses of tempting young men
season; the finishing will very likely be mostly of New England agriculturists,
one
done next spring. It is to be regretted of them, stepping before the platform, said: to intemperance and vice by his example.
that the filling of the piles inside cannot

Dry Goods,

Shades,

Carpets,

New York, has

of

FRESH SUPPLY OF

’

B. P. HIGGINS,
PHOTOGRAPHER,
Eighth St. Holland, Mich.

worked op In India Ink, Oil

or

Water Colo

Since tbe diaaolntlon of onr co-partnership,I am
carrying on thla bnaines* alone, at the OLD STORK,
where lean be found at all times,and where I will
keep conatantly on band, tbe choicest of 8a// ana
Fresh Meats, and offer them at tbe loweat pricee.
I expect to see aD our old friends, to come and call
on me, when I will offer them such bargains as will
Indace them to purchase their daily rations with

me.

I will

sell cheaper than
one In this City.

HolUod, Feb.

14,

any

1874. JAC0BRCnu

AWAKE

keeper,

t

Mr.

O’Neil, hastened to the

tions were

made

in various parte of it, a

A Winter Indian Campaign.
BEAUTY FOR ASHES.
took tire
Gen. Crook, Commander of the Deburning human body, which
BT LOUIHE CUANDLEBMOULTON.
partment of the Platte, with headquarwas all over of the color of a red-hot
The body of a living human being ters at Omaha, says the Chicago Times, Botuty for tthei thou hut broughtme, deer !
coal. In the ceiling just above was a
sometimes becomes so diseased that its
has for several months past foreahadowed
Break Uie dull sleep ; while lore’a epring-iime li large hole, on fire around the edges,
natural secretions are depraved and perdawning,
Wheretothe golden .‘eetof morn nuke haate.
an Indian war by the Sioux and other
through
which
it appeared that the fiery
l>t ui d rink deep of ita fleeting delight
verted. In this state it is supposed that tribes the coming winter. In order to
red-hot body had burned its way and
Under our feet at tnia moment ik yawning
Like morn thou oomeet, gladneaa In thine eye*.
certain inflammable gases are generated,
Dark, he compaealooleaa night.
be properly prepared for the occasion,
And gracious pity round thine anient moShdropped down into the room of the inwhich, mingling with air and oxygen, he has, during the past three months,
r“n ot ,ummer upon wasted lands
mate below. The person occupying the
Love, with its turbulent, mighty pulsation,
form explosivemixtures inside the hu- collected upward of three hundred pock- Thy tender tears refreshed my spirit’sdrouth.
Thrillsthrough my veins like a quickening heat; room above waa an old woman named
man body. The generation of these jacks, with Mexican drivers. This new To-day is calm. Far off the tempest raves
All mv young life with Its strong aspiration,
Mrs. Peacocke, who was notonlv a hardAll have 1 thrown at thy feet.
Th»t long ago swept dead men to the shew—
is attended witji heat, and off your army of* transportation has been in daily
ened sinner, but an inveterate drunkard
drunkard goes, pop ! and nothing is left drill at Fort Russell, in Wyoming Tem- I can forget how those wild billows brokeAgalnst my hopes and die they break no more.
besides. Mr. O’Neil rushed uivstairs
If the wild vision of glorr ahonld blind me.
of him but a greasy smoke and a heap of
tory, and has been a subject of much
Reach me thy hand lest 1 stumble and fall ; '
and burst open this hardened old sin- ashes. — Cincinnati Commercial.
White butlcrflles flit shining in the tun—
Darkness before me and darkness behind me,
speculation,not only among citizens,
ner’s door. In this room he found to
Red roses buret to bloom upon the tree—
Thou art my life and my all
but in military circles,as to the peculiar Birds call to birds till the glsd day is done.
his consternationno Mrs. Peacocke, but
The dsy of besuty thou bast brought to me.
SAVED BV A DOW.
service in which they were to be emSweet His to breaths in the balm of thy presence,
only a hole in the floor throngh which
Sweeter to feel the warm gate of thine eye,
ployed,
but
the
reticence,
if
not
absoShall I forget,O gentle heart and true,
Mrs. Peacocke had burned her way to Thrilling Encounter Between n Bank
While the fleet moments with bright effervescence
How thy fair dawn baa risen on my night—
lute refusal, of Gen. Crook to give any
the nether regions.
Whisper their gladness and die.
Watchman and a Gang of Burglars.
Turned dark to day aU golden through and
informationon the subject,has caused
through—
What only added to Axis horror was
Oxford (N. J.) correspondence of the
From soil of grief won bloom of new delight?
many
conjectures,
chief
among
which
Then in the depths of my aoul as in slumber,
that in Mrs. Peaoocke’s room there was New York Herald : A thrilling affair
—bcribner/orSortmbrr.
Hear I great voices of worla-shaWngdeeds,
was that the animals and their drivers
found no sign of candle, candlestick or took place here tliis morning, shortly
And the pale day, with Its cares without number,
were to be employed during the winter
Far from my vision recedes.
fire, except a few coals which had been after 2 o’clock, in the office of the OxPith and Point.
months
transporting subsistence to the
raked together and covered with ashes, ford Iron Company, which was entered
Cat-astbophes—
Midnight mews-ical
military camp at present in the Black
Ere I had seen thae, how tardilyflowing
to keep m throngh the night, and which by a gang of burglars during the tempoconcerts.
Stole from my breast the faint notes of my song
Hills, m command of Capt Pollock. A
Now like spring freshets,their gates overthrowing, remained undisturbed and uncovered in rary absence of the night-watchman, correspondent has unearthed the secret
Oni of the first symptoms of the epithe grate. It was clear as daylight that William H. Searing, who had gone into
Roll the strong torrents along. »
zootic— Horse-ness.
mission
that
this
new
transportation
the fire could not have been communi- the basement of the building, as was his
Motto for the dairymen— Where there’s
Pale waa my life, and the white mists above me
cated from these cools. What was it custom, to see tliat all was right On re- army is to be engaged in. As soon os
Dimmed to my sight the sort splendor of May
then?
There
was
but one explanation. turning to the office he was startled to the looked-forIndian outbreak or war a will, there’s a whey.
Now, but a glimpse of the hope that you love me
oommenoes, these pack-animals, being
In the morning the Mayor of the city, see crouching behind the safe a human
lights and illumines my way.
“Shingle weddings” are now coming
swift of foot, and less cumbersome than
several ministers and other honorable- figure peering intently in his direction
uito fashion. This novel wedding takes
army-wagon transportation,are to be
Darkling I stood ; and tumultuousfancies
standing and veracious gentlemen visited thronjfl a mask, and apparently making
plaoe when the first-born is old enough
picked with suppliesfor a large body of to spauk.
Surged through my aoul Uke black billows of the scene and decided to the complete
ready
to spring upon 1pm. It was an
night;
cavalry tliat will be sent to chastise ‘the
satisfactionof all parties that since there awful moment. He was alone, and at
Now the wide future, in sun-lit cipanscs.
Mushrooms and toadstoolsare very
Radiant bursts on my right.
was no si^n of her having caught fire once the thought flashed across his mind Indians; each pack-animal, os soon as confusing objects in fields. Itfa importhe
pnok
load
lias been used, is to be
from anything in her room, and “the that a gang of burglars must be hidden
Dost thou not see the dawn's beckoning finger
tant to know the difference between them,
extraordinarycircumstance of no part of around the office. He determined to sell killed,the object of killing them being
How the young light, like a full-swellingtide,
to prevent them falling into possession but it takes years to find out, and authoriBreaks through ita lood-gatea?Oh, why dost thou
the room being burned except the cen- his life dearly, if he must, and, drawing
linger?
of the Indians. The cavalry are then to ties differ. The only sure testis to eat
ter of it, through which she had fallen, liis revolver, he discharged it at the
Wake, my beloved, mv bride!
bi
one. If you die, it is a toadstool
—Scribntr far Sortmbrr.
added to the well authenticatedcircum- burglar beside the safe, and sent a ball keep np a rapid pursuit of the Indians,
“ We have a great many felt slippers,
and,
when
they
can
no
longer
obtain
stance of her recent diabolical impreca- whistlingthrough his heart A stifling
food,
they
are
to
kill a sufficientnumber now-a days,” said a young lady to her
tions and lies, obliged every observer to cry of pain, and the thief, with a bound,
A TEMPERANCE TRACT.
of cavalry horses to furnish them with octogenarianuncle. “You have, have
resolve so awful an event into the visita- leaped from liis stooping posture and
tion of God’s judgment in the punish- fell heavily on the floor, never to rise sustenance,the pursuit to be kept np you?” responded the old man, with
Some yean ago a story, supposed to ment of a daring and persevering
until the warlike Indians are overtaken great animation ; 41 well, the slippers
again. His three companions,seeing
be one of those convenient,made-up stoand thoroughlywhipped. Gen. Crook were felt iu my young days, too, and no
sinner.”
the tragic occurrence,leaped from their
mistake.”
ries which help to fill out the bottom of
When any flame is observed about hiding-places, their faces being disguised made a brilliantrecord in Arizona as an
a newspaper column, went the rounds of
Indian-flghter.
Possessing
a
thorough
We never knew a scoldingperson tliat
these spontaneouslyburning human by masks, and one of them, drawing a
the press, and died away at last in the
----- A
1
knowledge of Indian character, he pre- was able to govern a familv. What makes
bodies, it appears like the flame of alco- club, struck the brave watchman with it
extreme rural districts, about theyponfers to conduct a campaign against the people scold ? Because they cannot govhol, blue, flickering, very difficult to ex- and knocked him down. Searing strugtaneous burning up of an old Tennessee
red-skins in the winter months, ern themselves.How can they govern
tinguish by water, and not readily com- gled with them for dear life, and twice
toper. It was said that he put a coal of municated to other bodies, even when
when
their facilities for sub- others? Those who govern well, are
again discharged his pistol, but the dessisting
off
the game of the moun- generallycalm. They are prompt and
they ore inflammable.Often, indeed, peradoes at length disarmed him and
tains and prairies is very limited, and resolute, but steady and mild.
extraordinary to relate, the person’s got him completely in their power. Just
clothing has been found wholly as they were about to place a pair of when grass for their ponies cannot be
A man of parts — the hair dresser.
of blue flame and dense smoke curled uninjured,while the person inside
md in sufficient quantities to make a
manacles upon his wrists, a large dog,
New
York Commercial. And also the
up, and in a minute or two the smoke
the clothing was burnt to a cin- named Major, came bounding up the successful or rapid retreat from the cav- Judge in the divorce cowrie.— Rochester
cleared away, and all that was left of
der. The body itself is usually entirely stairs, and seeing the situationleaped alry. The three companies of cavalry at Express. Or an actor ! Or, for instance,
toper, pipe, breath and all was a heap of
consumed,while the head and portions into the fray and fought furiously for resent in the Black Hills are to be a joiner.— /nter- Ocean. Or a compoundashes.
of the limbs are sometimes left un- his master. The struggle was a" most aken from there, and will form part of ing druggist—Boston Traveler. Or the
Nobody seriously believed the story of touched. The maid of Cornelia Bandi, desperate and sanguinary one; it was the army that is to take the war-path
man with the wooden leg and a glass eye.
against the Indians.
the Tennessee toper, and yet when one an elderly Italian Countess, went into
life for life, and for nearly a mortal hour
—Lowell Courier.
comes to look into the matter he will her mistress’room to wake her up, one it lasted, the men and the dog Major
Coffee.
A country girl near Utica mistook the
find that in different parts of the civil- morning. She found no mistress, but
rolling up and down the office floor. The
ized world cases of spontaneous combus- upon the floor, a little distance from the
The
oldest mention of coffee that can meaning of a young man who was lookfaithful dog did noble service, slashing
ing up pickers for his father’s hop yard,
tion of the living human bodv ore on bed, lay a heap of ashes, and in this
about him with a will, and giving the anywhere be found* does not go further
record which ore as well authenticatedas dreadfulheap of ashes some little parts burglars no quarter, until at length, back than 300 years. Nobody knows and, when asked if she was engaged,
the battle of Bunker Hill. Medical men of the head, eyes and arms of theunwhen it was first used in the East. sweetly said: “Not yet, but always
feeling they had sufficient of his fangs,
have been acquainted with such facts for happy Countess. This lady had been they fled in the most abject terror, leav- There is nothing to go upon, except a thought it would be pleasant.” The
years. Moreover, cases in which per- constantly in the habit of bathing her ing behind them the dead body of their tradition that the angel Gaoriel invented young man rode home quickly, and
dreamed all night of “ breach of promsons have thus anticipatedpurgatory, body witn camphoratedspirit of wine.
miserable companion lying in his blood coffee for the especial behoof of Maise trials.”
and at the same time disposed of their
All over the room and furniture where upon the floor. As may well be sup- homet in his old age, to enable him to
bodies by involuntaryself-cremation, are the Countess had been consumed, there posed, the watchman and dog were fairly renew his youth, and be happy in his
A tall, slim-waistedwoman, aged 40,
by no means so uncommon as one might was a greaay, sooty deposit This moist, fatigued, but, fearful lest another attack loves. Whether it had this effect we called at the Brighton House yesterday
suppose. Various medical books men- disagreeable deposit of soot, and an might be made before daybreak, they are not told, but it is to be supposed and demanded to be registeredas a
tion numbers and numbers of them, offensive odor of burnt meat, always at- stood on guard. The thieves did not that Gabriel did his best for the prophet. voter. When politely informed that she
about which there can be no shadow of tend and result from the spontaneous return, however. Later in the day, as In any case, it is certain that coffee is in- didn’t belong to the voting sex she struck
doubt
combustion of a human body. An exam- soon as the community were astir, an comparable as a stimulant, and will even the table with her fist, upset a bottle of
The cause of such an extraordinary phe- ination of the blood of these unfortunates alarm was given, and the route the make up for the want of food. Rossini ink, and said : 44 I’ll vote if it takes me
nomenon as the spontaneous burning up —that is, where there is any blood left thieves took was traced by a heavy trail used to say that ft could keep him up a thousand years I” And she’ll keep her
of a live human being was at first an im- to examine — shows that a considerable
of blood, which one of them, doubtless for a fortnight, the time he required for vord.— Detroit Free Press.
penetrable mystery. Juries summoned quantity is mingled with the watery part mortally wounded, marked in making his the composition of an opera. There is
A Detroit boy surprised his father
in these cases readily arrived at the near- of the blood.
escape. About half a mile distant an no other stimulantthat con sustain such the other day by asking : “Father do
a
pitch.
Opium
is
wonderfully
sustainest and easiest way ont of the difficulty,
Rev. Mr. Ferguson, ol Dublin, relates old suit of clothes was discovered beside
and decided that it came by a “ visita- that in the family of one of his parishion- a pool of blood at the foot of a tree, ing, but it has bad effects,and it tends you like mother?” “Why, yes, of
tion of God;’*
udw, when visi- ers, resided an old woman who, with her where the bleeding burglar must have too much to dreaminess, with a lack of course.” 44 And she likes you ?r’ 44 Of
course she does.” “Did she ever say
tuitions of God afg not supposed to be so daughter, was in the habit of going to
changed his apparel. On the railroad a concentration. Alcohol has a force of its so ?” 44 Many a time, mv son.” 44 Did
own,
as
we
all
know
;
but
it
requires
frequent as they used to he, the mystery bed in a state of intoxication everv night valise was picked up containing a comof spontaneouscombustion is not yet The two slept in the same bed. (fhe old plete set of burglars’ tools. The watch- frequent renewal, and is too speedily she marry you because she loved you ?”
wholly sdved by science. This much is woman, for some days, had been drink- man did not identify any of the ruffians. followed by reaction and collapse. Tea “Certainly she did.” The boy looked
certain, however: it occurs in elderly ing more ardent spirits than usual, when
comes nearest to the Arabian berry as a the old man over, and after a long pause
asked : “ Well, was she ns near-sighted
persons of intemperate habits. Both one morning the family were awakened
stimulant, but it often excites without
then as she is now ?”
Higher Railroad Freights.
very lean and very fat drunkards are by a horrible-smellingsmoke. They
invigorating. Coffee seems, while
44 Deke lull do brlnciblcBI holt*,
liable to be burnt up. Thirdly, women hastened to the apartment of the two woDaring the past week a dark and wakening up the brain, to make one, for
And do»« in vlch I run;
particularlyare apt to be taken out of men, and found the body of the old wo- threateningstorm cloud has risen over the time at least, independentof food.
Dev i*h fixed, firm and immutaplo
the world in this awful manner.
Ash to ronreo of to tornal nun;
man black as a cinder, and smoking all the business and the financial interests It is, indeed, most enjoyed on short raBoot if you don't approve of den—
Death from spontaneous combustion, over. She was quite dead when they of the West. On its black surface, tions ; and taken* on a full stomach, as
/.’Iouhonotice vot I May—
or, as it used to be called, “ preternatu- reached her, and almost entirely con- drawn in the suggestive colors in which was pointed out, it neither pleases the
I shall only pe too happy
To aider dew riuht afay."
ral combustion by visitationof God,” id sumed, while neither her daughter, who Mephisto delights to dwell, appears the palate, nor refreshes the system. Nor
almost instantaneous. One moment the was beside her, nor any of the bed cloth- form of Commodore Vanderbilt,his foot is it always quite harmless. Brillat —Ham Hrtitman.
bed lilieh.
unfortunate individual is a live human ing waa injured in the slightestdegree. on the neck of poor John W. Garrett, of Savarin gave up coffee because he found Strike fuller chonl*, or let the unuio rest!
being; the next moment he is a heap of
Of tender books the world ha»t yet no dearth,
One poor lady waa awfully overtaken the Baltimore and Ohio, and his long, that it turned his head into a mill whirlWhich Bcarcc Burvive the moment of their birth
ashes and a bad smell, with perhaps an in the midst of a matrimonial squabble. skinny fingers grasping at the splendid ing round without ideas of grind. To
Be thine in paAHionato cadencesexpressed,
item or two of a half -consumed head or One night her husband came home late crop of the West. Avarice, ghastly and some people it gives a shaking of the And banluh inonunK-Klorieflfrom thy breast
v
foot left to tell' what had been. There from a party, and the two quarreledvio- insatiable, gleams out in every feature
hands and a trembling of the knees. A purnle dream-flower of the woods ia worth
So littlein the gardens of the earth;
is but one well-established
instance in lently, both being in a state of intoxica- and yet a sardonicgrin may be detected Stories ore told of the people who have If gift thou giveat, give what wo love best.
which the spontaneously oonfumed per- tion. The wife insisted upon sitting up, over the millions he hopes to extort from become cripples through excessive love
Since Life is wild with tears, and red with wrongs
Let these red liliestypify thy songs,
son lived long enough to narrate how ho the husband upon going to bed. She the hard earnings of the West by exorbi- of it ; other stories of people who have
If with full fame thou would’st be comforted.
was attacked. That individual was a persisted in her determination,where- tant freights on her products to the sea- become imbecile.
Since Life is red with wrongs, and wild with tears,
Oh move tin, haunt us, kill our sonls with fears
Roman Catholic priest, Father Bertholi. upon her husband vowed that if she board. It may be well to hint to this
And we will praise thee,— after thou art dead !
An “ Honorable” Forger.
Father Bertholi retired to bed one would sit up, she should sit up iu the remorseless pirate, in the course of his
—Scribner nr Xovember,
evening m the house of a relative. A darit, and so took her candle away and life levying a more grinding tribute upon
Mr. Lucius W. Pond, of Worcester,
few moments after, “ a strange noise, left her.
the commerce of the country than ever Mass., who prefixed Honorable to his
A Fatal Game of Croquet.
mingled with criee, was heard from the
Next morning the maid-servant,open- Lafitte did upon that of the Gulf of name, has been lamented for some weeks . Mr. Reuben P. Benton and Mr. J. D.
room. ” The people of the house rushed ing the windows of the back parlor, per- Mexico, that in the end his grasping
past as a prominent addition to the list Strickland were engaged in a game of
in, and beheld Father Bertholi standing ceived something in her mistress’ arm avarice will be sure to defeat itself. For
of unaccountable disappearances.His croquet on the grounds in the rear of
on the floor, surroundedby a strange, chair. She thought at first it had been the last two years, throngh the competiabsence is now regretted by the large the Warren and Venango passenger deflickering flame, which receded as they put there by her mistress’son, os a tion of the Baltimore and Ohio railway,
number of persons whom he swindled. pot. Both gentlemen were on the most
came near, like a will-o’-the-wisp. A scare-crow to frighten her. Going the people of the West have had reason- His custom was to remove by some
friendly terms, and they were in the
surgeou was called, who found the skin nearer, however, she was suddenly hor- able freights. Under its healthy influchemical preparationall the writing on habit of playing on these favorite grounds
of the right arm and of the back loos- ror-struck to find that tliis awful “ some- ence the Grangers went to sleep ; but
notes in his possessionexcept the signa- almost daily. Mr. Strickland made a
ened ami hanging down.
thing ” was the remains of her hapless they are not dead, as Vanderbilt and his tures, and fill them up with increased
misplay, and, as commonly occurs on
The patient lived four days, and died mistress. The trunk of her body was confederate sharks fondly hope. This
amounts. The microscope has now re- such occasions among the boys, he peevin a most horrible manner, too horrible to entirely consumed, while her upper and proposed oppression will wake them into
vealed the trickery that was perpetrated, ishly attempted to throw his mallet after
describe. The only account he could lower extremities were not injured. The stronger and more desperatelife than
suspicion having been previously ex- the ball. Bv some unforeseen chance
give of the attack was that he had sud- trunklesshead, with the hair in curl pa- ever before. Five years ago they burnt
cited by people finding their names the handle of the iriallot caught in the
denly felt a blow upon the right arm as pers, was still leaning upon the right corn within less than 200 miles of Chiaffixed to notes which they v*ere certain sleeve of his eoat, and it was hurlbd in
if he had suddenly been struck with a
nand and against the wall. The face was cago, because extortionate freights made they never engaged to pay. Out of notes the direction of his companion, striking
club. On looking at his arm he saw a slightlyscorched; but neither the hair it cheaper than coal. These railway
to the amount of $30,000, only one genu- him on the right temple, and felling him
spark of Are hanging to his sleeve,which nor the cnrl-papers were burnt in the magnates may os well know that the peoine one has been found. One, curiously to the ground. The accidentwas witinstantly was burnt off his arm. His cap
least. The room was full of the offen- ple will find a way to break throngh enough, had been altered from $1,000 nessed by a number of bystanders,who,
wps also burnt off, while his hair was not sive burnt odor before mentioned. It vested rights, backed even by a hundred
to $500. It is now known that two or at the time, did not imagine that Mr.
even scorched. In this case there was was only with the greatest difficultythat Dartmouth College decisions, when exthree years ago a man visited Worcester Benton was seriously injured. His prono fiw or light in the room.
the medical profession were able to action has reached the limit of endur- for the sake of selling an acid to remove longed insensibility,however, created
One case of “preternatural combws- reach, the facte of tliis case, since the ance. Let them be wise while they may ;
blots and wrong figures from account considerable alarm, and restoratives
ion.” wl ich occurred somethingover
family of the dead woman used every be content with reasonable profits, and books. Bank men at once felt that it were ineffectually applied. Mr. Stricksixty years ago, served an excellent purmeans in their power to hush the affair all will be well.
might be used for nefarious purposes. land ran in haste for medical aid and a
pose to oqr good friends the Methodists, np. No wonder
As these extortionatefreightsmust It also proved to be so exceedinglyvolacarriage, but before his return the unwho printed it far and wide and made a
When a human being takes fire inside virtuallycome in part out of every tile that it waa not deemed profitable to fortunate Benton was carried to his room
truly awful example of it The medical
and burns up of himself, how does he do man’s pocket at the West, be he banker,
man who records this case is at pains to it ? The world, especiallythe medical merchant, manufacturer, and even down keep it on sale. It is conjectured that in an insensible condition. Drs. Moody
Pond mnst have bought some of the and Barr were on hand* almost immestate in the beginning that he does not part of it, having outgrown the theory to the hod-carrier—a multitude too
stuff.
It has been supposed that he diately upon his arrival, and made a
depend solely for his facts upon the •*
'^totion of God on thisnubject, numerous and too powerful to be suc- jumped, or was thrown from, a Long searching examinationof the wound. It
Methodist Magazine, or even upon the it became necessaryto account for spon- cessfully resisted—it is hoped the warnIsland Sound steamer, and some still appears tliat the blow, which was struck
'Wesleyan minister who first told the taneous combustion on rational pnnd- ing here given may have some effect
think that such was his fate. There are on the right temple, was not sufficient
•story,but that it was confirmed from ples. This theory and that have been even upon the selfish greed of Eastern
rumors, however, that he is at Hamilton, to cause a fracture of the skull at that
other sources. The story of this truly bold by different persons, but the most railway managers.—CAica^o Tribune.
Out,' and is insane.
point, but as is often the case, produced
awful example is about thus :
plausible one seems to be that the comMr. Pond was a prominent ™an in an effusion of Wood at the base of the
Near 2 o’clock one night the keeper bustion is caused by the explosion of inIn Mower county, Minn., an impudent Woroester, and was something of a poli- brain. Such an injury is almost inevitaof an alms-house in Limerick was awak- flammable gases generated in a diseased
dog went to sleep under the tumbling- tician, having served at least one term bly fatal, and the patient lingered until
ened by one of the inmates in great and depraved organization. The body rod of a threshing machine and was
in the Massachusetts Senate. He was 6 o’clock p. m., whenhe expired without
alarm. There
something fearful gouuuiu.
xuwto was
wwowiucMuug
(kw- | of a patient who died in a hospital in
caught by the tail and wound up till the an extensive manufacturer,and had been recovering consciousness. — Titusville
mg on in his room, the person said. The I France was examined, and when perfora- toil gave way and come ont.
esteemed as a man of integrity.
(Pa.) Herald.
spot, and found lying in the middle of

Wake, my beloved, the young il»y in treadlor,
Blurblng and fair, over forettand lake,
Flowering life in ita footetep)ouUpreadingWake, my beloved, awake l

the floor a

ffos issued therefrom which
from the flames of a candle.
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THE CUBAN QUESTION.

Important Improvement in Treating

Belligerent Right* ot the Insurgent#— Ruptubi.—Hie* El antic Truas Company have
produced a great revolntiooin the treatment
What the Presidentwill Recommend in of hernia. Their new Tnus i# worn easy night
His Forthcoming Message.
and day; adapte itself to ereiv motion of the
The Washington correspondentof the body ; never oiaplaoed by hardest exercise ; reChicago Time* writes : “The talk about taining rupture comfortably,till noon permanently cured. Bold at the office of the comthe Cuban business bos naturally awak- pany, No. 683 Broadway, New York city.
ened a desire to know what position will Trueaee sent by mail. Bend for circular.
be assumed upon the matter by the President in his coming message to Congress.
The season for coughs and colds is
His views upon the subject and his often- rapidlv approaching,and every one should be
expressed desire to see the belligerent prepared to check the first symptoms, as a
ri^hte of the Cuban insurgents recog- cough contracted between now and Christmas
frequentlylasts all winter. There is no better
nized are sufficientlywell known. How- remedy than Johnson'sAnodyne Liniment.
ever, it is not generally known how in- For all diseases of the throat and lungs it
tensely the President’smind is worked should be used internally and externally.
up on this subject, and -how vigorously
Lung fever, common cold, catarrhal
he proposes to carry out his plans for the
fever, and nasal dischargeof a brownish color
adjustment of the troubled affairs in the in horses, may be checked at once by liberal
West India islands. In his coming mes- use of aheridan's Cavalry Condition Powders.
sage to Congress it is his intention to
The names of Ictorie* may he
more fully discuss this matter than he

1ms ever done before. He will try to
make more clear his intentions when he
advocated the acquisitionof San Domingo. He has not hitherto cared to defend himself in this matter, but now, for
of his own, he desires the
country to accept his explanationof the
attempt to gain possession of this island.
These reasous he gives with his custom-

some reason

erased from our battle-flag*,but

SHOES

For eosatlng,akatlng and

all

kinds of out of door amuaomenta,
parents should providetheir chu(Iron with Boota made with the
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CABLE SCREW WIRE
Wire QuiltedRoles.
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WIRE

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday,at

19 a.

BANNERS AND GLASS SHOW-CARD WRITERS.
k DRUM. !U W. Madlaon.
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98
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Ub*U,

far cerdi,
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iIm* for larger
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CO., Il.evvoao, Co**., Cmhiso, III., Cucunn, Ohio.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

i I

CROCKERY. CHINA AND GLASSWARE.
CO.. 101 and 103 Wabash a?.

ENGRAVER,SEALS. PRESSES, STEEL AND BRASS
STAMPS, STENCIL TOOLS AND STOCK.
0. H. HANSON, $8 Sonth Clark.
ENGRAVERS.
D. CHILDS, JR., A CO., 115 Franklin.

8.

SEARS BROS.

A CO.. S.W. cor. Clark and Washington.

FURNITURE.

L HALE

A.

A RRO.. UO. U2. 304 and 308 Randolph.

GRASS SEEDS.

ALBERT DICKINSON,117
W.

Klnat*.

GUNS-CUTLERY MANUFACTURERS.
SPF.NCF.R A CO., M State. 8md for pric* list.

K.

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY-WHOLESALE.
EDWIN HUNT A SONS. 58and60Lak*.
A CO.. 80

to 84

Michigan-av.

Wood's Hotel, State-at.

BRKVOORT HOUSE, 148 and 145 K. Madison.On

th*
F.nropeanplan. H. M. Thompaon, proprietor.
METROPOLITAN HOTKL-tXW per day. Cor. State
A Wasb'n, site ot old SL Junes, opp. Field, Letter A Co.

.OGDEN HOUSE—
ber

Flrat-claas In every particular.BarForrey, proper*.Cor. Washington and Franklin.

A

WOOD’8 HOTEL,

|4

II

A

day. U.

Price 88 p*r

8.

Washington.O,

Banda,

Palmer (Uto City Hotel

),

prop.
clerk.

LUMBER.

THH PE8HTIGO
Pier. W.

mwm

MANUAL

1 Strength Increaa**, appetite Improve#, relish fot
food, no more aonr ernctatlonaor waterbraah,good digestion. calm and undisturbed aleep, awaken freab and
vigoroua.
S. Disappearanceof apota, btotohea,pimples;the akin
hMka clear and bealtiiy.tb*urin* (hanged from its tor
bid and cloudy appearance to a elear
or aintwr
color ; water paste* freely from tbe bladdei through the
urethrawithoutpain or acalding , IllUo or no aediment ;
no pain or uoakniwa.
4. Marked dlmtnntkmof quantity and frequency of
Involuntaryweakening discharges(if •filleted that way),
with certainty of permanent care. Increased atrengtb
exhibitedin the *ecrt ling gland*, and functionalbar
moor mtorad to the aeverel
ral organa.
'
u. Yell
» eilow tinge on the white of Ue *rea, and th* ewar- .
Uty.aafirnnaiinearanco of the akin changed to a dear, /
llrely and hraut nr
fl Those anfleringfrom weak or ulcerated lungs or
tubercle* will re* lire great benefit In expectorating
freely the tough phlegm or mucous from the lung*, air
eolla,bronchi or Windpipe,throat or head ; diminishing
of lb* frequencyof oough; generalIncrease of atranrfh

colov.

/

_

throughout th* lyttem , stoppag* of night awsata and
pain* and fedlng of weaknere around th* ankle*, k gs.
Role* of proceedingand debate In deliberative aewm- •boulder*,etc. ; orwaatlon of cold and chtll*.aero* of
•ulrooaUan; hard breathingand paroxyama of oough on
bile*. Tlii* I* the standard antliorlty in all th» United
States,and la an IndtapensableHand-Bookfor every lying down or arising In tbe morning.All these dlalrvsa
Ing armntomagraduallyanu on rely diMPpMr.
T. Aa (lay after day (he 8 AHMAPTjtULLIAN k
taken, new signs of returning health will appear ; aa th*
" The moatauthortUUre expounder of Americanparblood imphivee in strength and purity, dueaae will diliamentarylaw."-Ciua. Sumner.
minish, and all lorekn and impnre deivoatta,nodes,
Price, 65 cent*. Rent by mall on receipt of price.
tumor*,canoen, hard lumpa, etc.,ne resolved awarand
Address
UROXVfli At CO.,
the unsound made aound and healthy;uloera, fever
Boston, Ainas.
lore*, syphilitic •or**, chronic akin dii*aa**gradually
dlaapp*ar.
. H. In caaea where the aystero haa been * all vat sd, and
Mercury. Gnickailver,Uorroehr* mblimate (the principal constituent
In the advertised8wr*arilla», amoclat
sd In aome caaea with HmL of Foteasa) nave accumulat
sd and beooms depoolted In th* bones. Joints, etc.,
ou
oanMng caries of the bones, rickets, spinaloumtnrea.
vstna, etc.,
_____________
__ resolvs away these
These
poalu and exterminatethe rlnaa of tbs d Isosas from tba
lyitem.
Sold
Music Dealers Everywhere. A If those who are taking tb*s* medicine*fortbeeura
f ODroDle,.Kcn)faknu or Syphilitic diseases,however
•low may be the cure "f*el better," and find tholrgso•ral heahh Improving.Uwlr flash and weight iDoreaaiim
AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN.
or even keeping It* own, it la a sure algn that tb* oar* 1*
progreselag. In three dlaeaae*the patienteither gala
•old ttareaghootth* United State* on ter
better or wone— the vtra* of tbe dlaeaa* la not Inactire;
tba blood, It will apread
» constitution.As aooo
ruakre the patient
That is, on a System of Monthly Paymauta.
uwmm
will grow betterand la•reaae in brelth, at rength and fU£
Tbe great power of thla remady to In dlsnnaaateat
Pnfehaasraahonld aak for tea
Aunraai OBtil. threaten daalb-aaIn OonsomptM of the Lungs and
Oatalogne*and foil parUcniaraowe^hni
Man
Tubercutoua Phthlato,Scrofula, ByphOpid Dtoasare,
Waatiug, Degeneration,and Uloeraltoool tee K dijtre,
“
Dtabetre. Stoppage of Water (Inetantaneouarelief affor our forded where catheter*have to be used, tlm* doing away
wtth the painfol operei

Fraction.

THOMPSON,

Smith Organ

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

_

__

C

_

CO. -Green Bar Lumber. North
K. Strong, Pro*'t;G.C. Hempstead, Sec'y.

,

INSTALLMENT PLANi
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Ask Your Stove Dealer

MNFR8. OF WARWICKSHIREAND COLUMBIA 8AUCES,

IMPORTED CATSUPS, FLAVORING EXTRACTS.

LEWIS A

CO., 163 E. Klnxle. 8*nd for prio«-UsL
«

JAS. B.

REAL ESTATE.
GOODMAN A CO., 78 DMrtxmi.

SAW MANUFACTURERS.
HENRY DISSTON

SON.N.W.cor.Bandolph A Market

A

SEWING MACHINE COMPANIES.

HOME

Pits

S. M. CO.. Johnaon, Clark A Ca, 141 State.

WATCHES. JEWELRY AND JEWELERS’ SUPPLIES.
COGSWELL. WEBER A CO.. 105 and 107 State.
• IQ a day at home. Agents wanted. Outfit and term*
9 1* fr**. Add ret* TRUK A CO., agnate. Main*.

Any Angle.

Sargent, Greenleaf & Brooks,
Chlougo, in.

In tubercka

dlaeaae, where tbe human body baa become a complete
wrack, and where every hour of existenceto tori uni.
wherein thla great remedy ohnuengrethe astonishment
and admirationof tbealek. It to in such caaea, where
all the pleasures of existenceappear cut off from tbe
nnfortnnato,and by Ha wonderful, almoat supernatural
agency.It restonw tbe hope tore to a new life and new
existence where this great remedy stands alone In ite
might nnd power.
In the ordinaryakin diseases that wvery onolamoreor
lees troubledwith, a few doroa will In moat cssm, and a
few bottlesIn tha more aggravated forma, work a permanent cure.
Those afflictedwith chronic diseasesahouid
a package containing one doren bottles,
gw doeen.or $r» perhalfdoren botUea, or
Bold by
]

SALARY only. Agent* wanted, Matt and
' Female. Addreas, O. B. Christian, Marion, Ohio.
kN

^

throat, ulcer*, and

“jMSjl

at

j\CEN|T8

oles, etc.

by

HOTELS.
WOOD’S HOTEL. 116 A 116 Fifth#?. Enoch Wood,
prop., late proprietor of

mild Cathartica.andpreecrlhedby rliyalclane for the
cureof ludlge.tiou,
OoniUpatlou, Dyepep-la, PHm,
Lung, Liver, Kldner.C'hlldreo,
Blood and all lemnl«
«1Uen*r*and »eakii«*»e*. Price 61.00 per bottle.
RICHAKPxoN k T17LLIDGI, Proprietore.Clncinnetl, 0. For oele by *11 droggiata.Aom oUwr gnnlB*.

Standard Instrument*

HEAVY HARDWARE-WHOLESALE.

KIMBAHK BROS.

delayed by uaing R. A T. Twnle Kllslr nnd
Liquid Kxlmrlor Be<>r. e hlch I* re posed of the
mw mmt with Iron Tnnlr* Muretice and
I*

juice of

Of Parliamentary

FLOWERS AND STRAW 000DS-8PECIALTY.
DALY, HKNROTIN A CO., 144 and 140 Wabash av.

1. Good spirits,disappearance of weakness, languor,
melancholy; Increaa*and baidue** of tlesh and moa

ebem

Franklin.

ABRAM FRENCH A

Resolvent,
THE GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.

COWING'S DRIVE AND WELL PUMPS, Ac.

DOWNER

Sarsaparillian

ANN ELIZA YOUNG’S NEW BOOK.

BOOTS AND 8H0ES-AUCTI0N AND COMMISSION.
JAR P. McNAMARA A OO., r B. Washington.

ENGRAVERS ON WOOD, Etc.

Uryw
,

»i#

M.19.

Wife
Mr*.

Felt ns They Dally
n Few Dose# of

11N Randolph 8t, Chisago.U.

GRAND ONANOI FOR AGENTS.

AWNINGS, TENTS, TWINES AND CORDAGE.
GILBERT, HUBBARD k OO., M to 106 Sonth Water.

MUNN

ofModem Chemistry.

DR. BADWAT’S

Chritt.” 8*od for circulars to

AMERICAN PUBUSHINOCOMPANY,

AUCTION MART FOR THE SALE OF HORSES. HARNESS AND VEHICLES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
AT AUCTION AND PRIVATE SALE.
NORTHWESTERN TATTERSALLS, 1 to » Monro#

Do Your Own Printing!
Pm*

am*.# roarer I*
to

•

BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS.
Dk. PRICK’S, Steel* k Prio* MTra. 101 A US 8. Water.
Chicago,U4N. Id, St. Lools, 144 Main, ClncinnaU.

The Wonders

Changes a# Seen and
Oecwnftsr Uaing

a.

ENGRAVER. DIE SINKER A MANFR. OF STENCILS.
L BOCHK, 171 B. Randolph.

Q
$3

WANTED

AUCTION AND SALE ROOMS OF HORSES, CARRIAGES AND HARNESS.
WESTON k CO.'S, 196 and IN K. Washington, avaij

"Ammi /*m*«i* ftawr,’

the South a place of refuge where they
Reilaeea Mee
ea do ihitr
ihtlr priaUag »»d advtrtUIng, wvt motiM aad IncrMM trvU. I’lMran tad
could find labor and shelter when they
pmftun AAmateur
proMm
aw tear FrUtlaa.
PrUUua. tWaCWiif
were oppressed in the South. The possesion of this island alone, ho thinks,
would have done more to settle the
troubled conditionof the South than all £*/» For NOTHING. Agent* Wanted ererywhere.
the legislation in the world. The color- «pt> Address J. KKNNKDY k CO.. Richmond,Ind.
ed people would hove had a place to fly o A FANCY CARDS, New Htyles, with name, lOe.
to if^tho Southern people should maltreat 6\f Address J. 1). HUSUU), Nassau, Renas. Co., N.Y.
them. The former would then be driven
to treat the negroes kindly from the fact $5 to $20
of the fear of losing their valuable serv- C‘lfto&ORl*rd*y Send for ChromoCaUlogu*.
ices in the field. The labor question 4) 1U t* ,p£dj. h. BurroaD’sStiNS, Boston, Maas.
would do much, the President thinks, to
and OuMt/rre.
bring the South to the proper cousider- VI BtUtr than Gold. A. COULTER k 00., Chicago.
ation of the rights of the colored people.
Another reason is to be given for the $30
purchase of San Domingo. The Presi(StOA Dally to Agents.89 nsw articles and the
dent thinks that if we liad secured the tyAifl/
beat Family Paper In America, with two ft.)
possession of the island we would have Chromos. free. AM. M'FU CO., 300 Broadway, N Y
been able to raise there all the products
A MONTH.— Agents wanted.B4 beat-aell; articles In the world. On* sample free,
which we now buy of Cuba. Here is
dr*** J. BRONSON, Detroit, Mich.
where he thinks the whole case lies in a $350
nutshell. He is of the opinion that withcount#. Pictureand
______ Oko. B.
out her trade with the United States
81., New York.
ted!!
Spain could not sustain her war in Cuba
upon the insurgents, and that really the
United States is made to carry the burden of the expense of this cruel war.
A ton-dolUr bill of 1778 sent free
This the Presii
‘sident proposed to remedy,
for Stamp. Address O. HURST A
and his idea is that the moment we arrive
, CO.. 75 Nassau SL, N.Y.
at a point when we can do away with the
product of Cuba, then will thee war in
Cuba be forced to a close. Two great
points are involved in the President’s
method.
West India scheme; one to secure a CLARKS BOOK KEEPIN8
home for the negro, and thereby tranw-Ohio.
’•
re*t.elr"“"Cincinnati.
quilize the South, and the other to secure
We hare the finest and cheapest
the freedom of Cuba. This he will most
1-1, UUO
and
urgently bring forward in his annual Fi ( {gilt pak/f Western Bible House, 1$. Terms
Louis,
a, Mo.
message. He expresses in private conversation the strongest opinion in rela- BQTH''"" CA TaoLIC yrtSTlUS,Ml; PIUMUJ » Mr nrn
tion to the matter, so that all his friends
(VP*'' r«*PA»". Arthhukap htmJl, He. t ml.
O
II LOvt PM**, ft!*. ntartf.C. r. VKNT, OnltuU.0.
are convinced that he is unusually 'in
A MONTH— Agents wanted •rerywhtr*.
earnest about it. A strong effort wifi be
Business honorable and Hist claat. Parmade to secure the recognitionof the
ticular* sent fro*. Address WORTH k
OO.. St. Loula.Mo.
belligerent rights of the Cubans before
the 1st of next January. Several sensaFree trial bottle of Dr. Lane*'
CATARRH!Catarrh Cure given away with testimony
tional versions of the Cuban cause have
to wonderful cure* performed. Rend to
been sent over the country,abounding CURED.! Hknry Rud k Co., 043 B'way,N. Y.
in just enough fact to give color to their
All want IT-Tbonsands of lives and
assertions. The plain matter of the
Milbona of property aaved by it— Fortnnea made with it Address Ijninqwhole business is that the Presidentis
TON Bbo*., New York or Chicago.
going to make one more vigorous effort to
riTHE WHAT IS IT.— Somethingnew. Sella at
carry out his pet ideas in West India, and
sight. Big Inducements to Agent*. Samples,
cents and atamp. Agents wanted.Send for Catalogue.
if Ciongress refuses to aid him then ho
U. 8. SPECIALTY CO.. 7 and UFolton-at..Boaton.
will see what he can do upon Ids own responsibility. In the absence of Congress
the President has the right to recognize
the national existence of the Cuban insurgents.It can also be stated upon the /*)#« PER WEEK GUARANTEED to Agent#
G' r/7 Male and Female.In their own locality.
best authority that Secretary Fish has 7K
I I Term* and OUTFIT FREE. Address
p. 0. VICKERY A CO., Augusta. Maine.
been brought over and made to sympa- W I

am boekoo

AGRICULTURALIMPLEMENTS.
CHICAGO SCRAPKB A DITCHER CO., M LaSalle.

SILVER TIPPED
Shoes will nerer Iwcome obsolete.
They are a national Institution.
Also try Wire quiltedSole*.

for enr

MOODY and SANKEY

f

SILVER
TIPPED

Also try

AGENTS WANTED

;

IND READING, PSYCHOMANCY.FASCINATION.
IvJL Soul Charming, Metmeritm and Lovere'Guide,

RADWAY’8

showing how either sex may fascinate and gain the leva
'action of any person they chon** instantly.400
By mall. 50 oU. Hunt A Co.. U9 B. 7th 8t..Phlla.

I

$250

X
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_
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Every Man His Own Lawyer
And BUSINESS FORM BOOK.

Wells’

A complete guiite In all matter*of law and bnilneia
transactions. For every State In the Union. Price,
Cabinet Library, i’A.'#."!;sent postpaid. Send for descriptive circulars.Address
ROBERT MACOY, Publisher, 030 Broadway, N.Y.

Bond* and Gold bonght on
Mnrgln*. Interest Six
Per Cent, allowed on depo
to

sight

Broker*. No. lO

At CO., Banker* nnd
Wall Street. New York.
This new Tnua la wore
comfort night
and day. Adapt* Itselfto
every motion of the body,
retaining rapture under the
hard

™

fortunn. A
7‘4-page book explaining
price of stocks
often leads to
•to

SENT

Veoetine.—This preparationis scientifically and chemically combined and so
strongly concentrated fiom roots, herbs and
barks, that its good effects are realizedimmediately after

commencing to

take it.

sSenSfgw Weed Tonic dtoeoirea the food, mliee
with the gastric Juices of the stomach, aide digeaUon,
and creates e rarenotu appetite.
When ihebowela are eoatire,akin aallow, or tha aroptoma otherwiseof a bilious tetdanor,Schenck'a Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicinesan prepared only by
_
J. H. Hchknck k SON,
N. B oomer Sixth and Arch Streets, Phils.
And are for aal# by ah druggist* and deals ra.
.

giteSe

AGENTS

114

ownen

58,

Chicago,111.

CARDS, ,v.
VAKUS,
for mvxuw.
14 Cent*. Each Card
card COO
con t*i
t* D I
t $ctni which if not tiilblc until held towtidi thf light
Nothlnellke
themeverbefcreofftredIn America. Blglnducementato Amenta NovxLTr PiirtiroCo.,Aahland,Maa*.

HANFORD'S

DR.

LIVER
nmoORATOR
ipoun
Compounded
euUrely from Uum*.

hour*.

Try

$15

One Agent made $15
It. Address,
A JOSEPH. Indlaoepolla, Ind.

SHOT CUN.

AaMa temlna. terar hratenla* baksi wametad remiwM temla, eed e pad afewWr,oe so aaie: vftk Flaife,
F oMb ted Wa#«aWw, tor «1V. Can tomt 0. O. D. si# arlvIIm to mala* bate*paringbtU. Bump a-reimiUr to F.
roVmJ. # Ml. OaePNiar*,M Main Bt, CUdanaU.O.
A

(OO page Book and sampled of
Rubber lloollng.Complete
materialsfor new roof. 4## #ft.
Flre-proofdurable.Hieap.Easily
lied with poalllve satls&ctlon.
rite ot once and save money.

N. Y. S'at.7RM(1n,Oo.Y

liffiPsiSW
With

Cartridge*, $8.00 :t),000aold ; every one warranted : satisfaction guaranteed. IlhutratedCatalogue Fret.
ill.,
09 Dearborn -at, (McOonnlokBlock).
100

WESTERN OUN WORKS,

Chicago,

atr.t: :TTn.M
ICK’S Neweat Patterns In
$9.50

every number. Termi—
$0.50. Splendid Book

per year ; 3 copies for
ofleraandPreralurn*.

T. 8.

ARTHUteoSM?.,

p..

^

atomach

MANUFACTORY AND SALESROOM
23 A 20 RAN DOLPH 8t., CHICAGO.
| Driscoll,Church As Hall,
fleer e, Kern Medford,Hiue., tny:—
"The demand for your Sea Fcara Increaaea rapidly. Never a complaint."
JonrefFcnncroiCo.. M’lVire*.
harre, I'a.,eety:-u Have sold yonr
Sea Foam to all daaaeaof trade. It
never failed to give aatlafactlon."
Biggest thing to raiseyou ever aaw.
Greatest thing to nell yon ever knew.
Many valnable cooking recipes aent
free. Send at once for Circular to
.(4RO. F, (MNTZdtCO.,
170 Duane 81., New York.

’C,

|

it
1

h
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*

lEmciIE REIDERKD l RELEU!
Volta'i Electro Bxi Tnand
Banda nre Indorsed by the
mo-a eminent physicians in
world for the cure of rheumatism, neuralgia. liver complaint,(lyipepala, kidney dliea'e.achea.nalns.nervousdiiordem.flt*. female complaints
nervoua and general debility,
and other chronic diseasesof
theebeat,head, liver, atomach
kidneys and blood. Book with
full particular*free by Volta
Belt (Jo., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Sour KracteUpdk,Sinkingor Hot ____
at^tbe*nosn, u

Female Weak.

M

. nesiei. 1

tablo

apoonfnll taken
commencement ofan attack offilCK
In HI ml nates. YEL-

Raod

M

FALSE AND TRUE.**

So^^^aWoiyhkiw1 MADE YOUTRF(7L by 1 bottle. TRY IT I For pamphlet
contadnlng useful Information and all
about the Liver, addresa DR. HANFORD,
New York. HOLD BY ALL DRUGGIHTH.

HEW

and BEAUTIFUL INSTRUMENT.

WEEKLY
Piano-Harp WISCONSIN
THE

)

CABINET ORGAN.
An exquialte combinationadding to the capacity of th*
organ much of that of the piano-forto and harp. With a
doable reed organ, completeend perfect In every respect,
lacorablneda new inrfniment,tne PIANO-HARP,the
tone* of which are produced hr *toel tongue* or bars,
rigid];»et In ateel plate* affixed to a •oundlng-box,
and
•track by hammer*, aa in the phino-forte.
Tba tones are
of e pur*, allvery, boll-likequality, very t>eautifalIn combination or alternation with the organ tone*. Th* orgen
mar b* need alone, and la in every recpect Meomplete
ana perfect an organ aa without the PlANO-HAKP-or
may l>0 ua*d with the PIANO-HARP; the latter may lie
u*od separately or in combinationwith any or Ml thestoua
of the organ, to which It adds greatly in vivacity, life *nd
variety,adapting It to a much wider range of nraaie
' Upon it* invention and Introduction,
about a rear
alnce, thla new instrument waa received with so much
favor that the demand greatly exceeded the manufactnrera utraott abilityto supply
that they hare bad no
M lf >*teoalv*ly.Having now per-

3 Months, Postpaid,

For

Q3 Cts.

Trylt! Trylt! TiTlt!
In

order that every

a large 48-oolunm

;

Make all kind* of Table Knlvea and Fork* Exclnriv*
makers of
IVORY,” mort durable
r.^.^’ri^and full dMcripttona,free.
known. Always call for masoiT,a* Hamlin
IAN CO
** Trade Mark” on the blade. Sold by aU dadera and by
MKRIDKN CUTLERY CO., 49 Chambw* 6L, N. Y.

WHITE HANDLE

FILLS

attacks, Coatlveneaa, Chronic Diarrhoea, Dy apepsla, Jaundice and

UNEqi AL-

WAYH HAFK.

Irregu-

ofNtom-

ach and Bowels,
diseases dependent on or caused
by inch derangement a# BIllou*

J
™

RE6UU1W6

the

MERIDEN
Cutlery Co.

RAD-

| Persona nalng
should adautthe PerfectlyUatoleM, elegantly floated with «weo» gum.
dose to their Individual constltntlon, from a
Iteaapooufbll t«»
a tablespoonfull Uon of the Bowela^Plleaanrj ail Dera^emenUof tba
'according to ef- Internal Vtocera. Warrantedto effect a positive cui
Purely Vegetable,containingno mercury, minerals,
fect. For all af- deleterious
laoaoaygnwvitgu*
drag*.
fectlont of the

LIVER,

MEDICINE

ED, and la AL-

DONT

•

RIFYING THE
BLOOD, clvln

it ll

Selling the best article
ever offered to Agenta.

RHEA. DY8KN

18

the diseases, effee ting a radical
cure. A# a FAM-

You want to make
Lnri
r«e PROFIT

READY RELIEF

The application of the
to the
part or parte where Iho pain or difficulty extota wlli
afford ease and comfort
Twenty drops in half a tumbler <
momenta, care
ACH, HKARTB
HP.

9U9

ILY
and la offered at retailat trade prices to keep our
workrorn goinjr. Bills under $15, P.O. order In advano*.
Over $15, 0.O. D. privilege to •xunin*. CaUlogue* free.

HKADAOHR. avu
NEURALGIA
GOLD

»

tone and neal
to the whole mu- yj
•h lurry, removJrJ
lug the canse or

nt-

______ illTIVO

choice,

wmt

RO AT. DIKFICfjLT ^RKATH^NG,08'

WAY’S R

eaualng food to
digest well) PU-

VINCENT, Box

oonokstio:
Til

BOWF.Ya, and all
xll INT
INTEkNAL PAINS,
Traveler* should
i
alw.iva carry n bottle of
Our Large and Beautiful Tinted Engraving,containing
IKLIEF with (beta. A few drops in water
over 900 liUtorical Views and Portrait* ot all leading
will preventaloknesa or palna from change of water.
event* end person****,
frou' the landingof Columbna to
the praeen( time, includ'na- magnificent and perfect
view of the Centennial BuildingsIn Falrmounf Perk at
Philadelphia,
will be given TV The Header*of Our Great
11
*rai?ia,iI154',Dir 0B
Literary and Fallon IU per. The Weekly Family Journal,
Containing Three Splendid Continual Starlet,together
Prlca 50 Cent#. Sold by Droggiata.
with abort aketcheaand a large amount of inl.coiUnnout
reading. Sent four month* on trial. Includingthe En-

ing the

Moot# Stmt. Chicago.DL

,1

CENTENNIAL AMERICA,

These OUMH remove all morbid
or bad matter
from theaystem,
i u up lying In
their place a
healthy flow of
bile t Invigorat-

How to judge and care
for him. The requisite

Address J. P.

AWAY

Agents Wanted Everywhere

ing a S>*re Cure
ire _for /?/;
tootU. Price 3-1 Centb.

lam or small qnantities.
CHICAGO NEWSPAPER UNION.

INFLAMMATION

SORE

The Family Journal!

To every reader of

City.

and breeders. Also.gi
by ns la

ahouid be at once resorted to.
801.1) BY ALL DRUOOIBTR

GIVEN

INFLAMMATION OF THE K
INFLAMMATION OFT

Aperient

Elastic Truss Co,

NO. 083 Btoadway, N. Y.

Interest to horse

Effer Tencent Seltxer

graving, Doalpald, for $1.00. Any Netrtdtaler util giee
^o*o^ ropy
or addrtu The Family Journal,

pofnta lor speed and onBigEestPay. Rxkd, Wickf.bbhamA Co.,PhUadelphla. durance fnlly demon
Order* filledfrom Boston,Baltl.,Pittsborgbor Chicago
•treted. A work of great

*

_

eevereet

Scientificallyexplained

CONSUMPTION CAN BB CURED*

Llferfjomplaint
and Dyipepaiaare the causes of twothirds of the caaea of Consumption.Many persons complain of a dull pain In the aide, constipation, coated
tongue, pain In the shoulder-blade, feelings of drowsiness
ana reat losanea*.the food lying beaflly on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belchingup of wind.
Theao symptom* usually originatefrom a disordered
condition of the atomach or a torpid lifer.
Persona eo affected,tf they take onaor two heap cold*,
and If the oough in these caaea be eeddenlychecked,will
find the etomach and llrer clogged, remaining torpid
and inactire, and almoat before they are aware the lungs
are a maw of sores and aloerated, the result of which is
death.
Bchenck’a Pulmonic Syrup U an expectorantwhich
doee not contain opium or anything calculatedto chop k

or

HORSE

1 cheap far
LaSaiU-at.,
Chicago,III

HOOD

An the onlj medicine* that will con Polmonarj Goo•umptlon.
FrequenUy medicine*that will atop a oou*h will occasion the death ot the paUent : they look np the lifer, atop
lie circulation of the blood, hemorrhage followa,and. In
fact,they clog the action of the rery organa that caused

exercise

THE

In three

Scntsca’BPulmonic Sirup,
Scuence’s Ska Wud Tonic,
Schknck'sMandrake Pills,

eat

WILL AFFORD INSTANT EASE.

vio-

bead, ca uaing hot fluahee, vertigo and dimnoaa of eight, It la a certain algn that a mild, aalubriona,
cooling and equalising
laxative la required, and

•train nntll permanently
enred. Sold cneep by tba

Sent by mall. Call or aead for Circular and be cured.

—At

(he Blood Rushes with rocket-ilk*

A $10 Tinted Engraving, fixe 99x88,

draft#

BUCKWALTER

Rowell & Co*

$500

$10

Whrn
lence to the

Tarrant’s

with perfect

heretoforehas been the great stumbling- I Geo. P.
block. If he indorsesa movement on
the part of this government looking to
the recognition of the Cuban belligers
ents, the matter is as good as done. It •verythingand giving
is only a question of time for the rest.

Pawtucket, R. L, Agnes Rosier hanged
herself Wednesday evening. She and
her sister lived in a tenement in Garden
street, and worked in the Slater Cotton
Mill. The sister was to be married to a
young man with whom Agnes was deeply in love. The sistersreached home as
usual on Tuesday evening, and Agnes
went into the yard while the other was
getting supper. After waiting a long
while, the sister went to look forheV, and
found her suspended to a tree in the
back yard. A corset lacing doubled two
or three times had been used for a noose,
and had cut deep into the flesh. From
what was said by Agnes some days ago,
it is inferred that the act was prompted
by jealousy.

dav published,the new
of the immense-

popularwork,

something ought be done. Mr. Fish

Story.

LIVE agents.

CENTENNIAL EDITION

alts subject

RELIEF

Free of poatage.

AA4r«*aTkic“8TAH”CO., Cincinnati, Ohio*

thize with the President in his idea that

A Rhode Island Love
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

3rd.

No Iron stake or survey stake shall
be removed or touched.

W.

JOSLIN,

H.1

Mortgage Sale.

Cha’s 6t. Wurz,

Difault having been made, In the condltiona of
4th. The work is to be done as near as
a certain Mortgage (whereby the power contained
Saturday,
6, 1875.
therein,to forecloseand sell has become operative.)
may be, according to the profile and
Formerly of St. Joseph, has opened a
Executed by Jamea C. Brayton and Jolla A. Braygrade adopted by the Common Counton hla wife, of Grand Haven, In the County of
cil, August 18, 1875, and the plats and
Ottawa and State of Michigan,to Alexander Mur
[OffloUl.]
i«on, of the City of Milwaukee,in the State of Wis
diagrams drawn by J. C. Brayton,
Bankbullding, Cor. Eighth and Rlvei St. conaln. On the third (8) day of December, A. D.
Common OotmoiL
adopted September 8, 1875.
1866. Fortheaunof four thousand dollars, and
Interest at ten per cent. And recorded in the
Wednesday,Not. 25, 1875.
5th. The Common Council reserves the
office of the Register of Deeds, for the County of
right to reject any and all bids; also
The Common Council met in regular
Ottawn and State of Michiganon the Fourth day
of December, A. D. 1866, at two o’clock p. m., In
to alter or amend the plats and diasession.
Liber “M’’ of Mortgages 00 page aix and aeven,
grams
of
the
work,
and
to
increase
Present: Mayor Van Landegend^ Aid.
end which said Mortguge was dnly assigned,on
or diminish the amount of clay or
Kanters, Dykema, Breyman, Vissers and
the ninth day of July, A. D. 1875, by the laid
Alexander Murison, to Manly D. Howard, of the
gravel, or modifly its distribution,
8ipn, and the Clerk.
City of Holland, and recorded In the officeof the
when they should deem it proper or
The minutes of the previous meeting
Rlglsterof Deeds of Ottawa County,on the twentynecessary,
and
the
difference
in
labor,
were read and stood approved.
rlxth day ol July, A. D. 1875, at one o'clock p. m.
hH
if any there should be, shall be
of said day, In Liber number four of Mortgages,
[Aid. Flieman appeared and took his
on cage one hundred and eighteen, (118) by W. T.
computed at the contract price,
seat.]
Perlee, at that date, Register of Deeds of said
whether
the
same
be
in
favor
of
the
ACCOUNTS.
Countv of Ottawa, and upon which said Mortgage
CO
city or the contractor, as the case
there fa claimed to be due, and payable, at the date
B. Looljengoed, labor on streets ............$4.35
of this notice the sum of five hundred, and eighty,
may
be.
L. Hlef/e,
............. 6.18
eight dollars, ($588) and no suits or proceedings at
D. Blatter, rlnitn* of bell, one quarter ...... 85.00
law or equity, navlng been Instituted to recover
H. Wieraems,labor on streets, cross-walks... 81.76 6th. The whole work of claying and
the same or any part thereof: Notice, is therefore,
graveling is to be finished and com
—Referredto the Com. on Claims and
hereby given, that on the 88th day, of December,
ft
CO
pleted
and
ready
tor
acceptance
by
A. D 1875. at one o'clock in the afternoon of aald
Accounts.
day, I shall sell at public auction or vendue, to the
the Common Council, on the !st day
nitPhstflfkiftrinaa* *1. - # ____ * I _ __ _
. a
PETITIONS.
highestbidder, at the front door of the Court
of May, 1876; and when not so comPerfect Fit Guaranteed.
House, lu the City of Grand Haven, Ottawa CounOf J. G. Houseman, asking that the
pleted by that time, the Common
ty, State of Michigan. (That being the place
taxes on Lot 10, Block 53, for the year
Council reserves the right to finish the Having dlppoaed of moat ol our old ttock, I have where the Circuit Court for saidConntyIs holden.)
occupied my new quarter*, on RIVER STREET
The premises described in said Mortgage, or so
1874, and erroneously naid by him, be rework at the expense of the contractor.
with a beautiful stock of everything
much thereof as shall bo necessary to safiify,and
funded— iteferredto Com. on Claims and
pertaining
to a complete
pay the amount due on said Mortgage, with Inter- FULL HUE or 6ENI51
7th.
The
contracting
party
will bereouired
Accounts.
est at ten per cent from the date hereof, on the
Holland, Mich., April 30, 1875. 10-lf
to give bond to the amount of Two
said amonnt claimedto be due and payable, and
Of M. D. Howard and 4 others, asking
Store.
Thousand
Dollars, with two good and
all leca costa and expensesas provided for therln.
for the rescinding of the resolution orderThe following are the lands and premises to be
sufficientsureties,for the faithfulper• -ing a sidewalk along the west side of MaSilver
•old aa described In aald Mortgage: The followformance
and
completion
of the work,
ple street.— Laid on the table.
Ing describedproperty,lying and being In the
within the time and in the manner
Plated
MkhlKan, to wit ; The
Of J. Kramer, J. 0. Bakker, W. H.
undividedhalf of the sonth-eaat fractionalquarter
specified in the dontract. Each bid
Joslin and 208 others praying for the exWatches,
Clocks,
of section thirty (80) |D township five (5) north of
must be accompaniedwith the names
tension of the present cemeteiy by the
renge fifteen (15) west, containing fourteen acrea.
of the proposed sureties.The insuffiJewelry,
The said undividedhalf containingseven acres.
purchase of the tract of land of H. Brock.
ciency of any surely or bondsman, will
The nndivided half of the north-west quarter of the
—Referred to the select Committee on
Musical Instruments. north-east Quarter, and the north-east fractional
be sufficientcause for the Council to
cemetery.
Quarter of the north-west fractionalquarter of secreject such bid.
I request all of my old fHend* to come and see
tion slxtetn (16) townahip five (5), north of rarge out of yonr well. Then you go to
REPORTS OP COMMITTEES.
me in my new place and aatlsfy themaelvca aa to
sixteen (18) westcontalnfngslxty-seven acres. The
8th. Payment in cash or city-bonds, will the above. 1
said undivided half containingthirty-three and
The Com. on Streets, Roads and Bridges
be made by the City as fast as the
one-half acres. And the west half of the southreported the names of the lowest bidders
work is finished, by “Blocks,” and Mr. J. Wykhulien, the Jeweler and Repairerof west quarter of sectionone (1) township five (5)
on the several street jobs let by them on
the Find Ward, ha* establishedhimselfwith
north of range sixteen (16) west, containingeighty
accepted
by the Common Council, less
me, and will be pleased to see his old cueMonday.
acres. All In the Town of Holland to County and been -put
---down
--- to
-v- wholesale
"uuicr«JOprices,so
SO low
I0W that a
tomers and friends continuetheir
State aforesaid.
15 per cent of the contract price, which
On motion the same were awarded as
h*lf
(^5‘
thtry naed
former favors.
amount will be retainedby the City
Dated: Holland, Sept. 85th, 8875.
^.co*t^_Wn,n, wm Mil his horses and
follows:
dllng
Pomps,
and
therefor
sell
'
M. D. HOWARD, Attiqrm of Mortgage.
until the final completion and accpthem lower at
Maple street job to Quartel, Nibblienk
the Factory.
All Repairing will
Neatly
tanceof the work. The bonds will
& Co., for $375.
Holland. Mich. Mar 11,1875.
18-tf
Sale.
be issued and become due in accorand
executed.
Twelfth street job to W. H. Finch, for
dance with the dates fixed for the payDifault having been made in the conditions of a
$125, provided he ftimiMhes aU the materHolland, Mich., Feb. 22, 1875.
certain Mortgage [whereby the power therein conment of the several iustallmentsoi the
ial himself.
talned to self haa became operative], executed by
special assessmentlevied for this purFifteenth street job to B» Homkes, for
Hendrik Beukema and JaantJeBenkemahis wife
W. H. JOSLIN.
pose,
and
bear
interest
at
the
rate
of
ofHolland In the County of Ottawa and State of
$55.
Michigan
partiesof tne first part to Jakob Mulder
eight per cent, payable annually.
The same Committee also presented
of the same place of the second part bearing date,
A new stock of Goods has just been opened,and
Profiles and estimates are on file and
plans and specifications for the clayin
the twenty second day of March A. D., eighteen
we can state to the Public that It has been
hundred
and
seventy
three
[A.
I).
1878]
andrecorcan be examined at the Clerk’s Office.
and graveling of River street.— Adopte
bought expressly for this season of the year. "
ded In the office of the Register of Deeds, for the
and ordered advertised.
By order of the Common Council,
County of Ottawa In said State of Michigan, on the
The Com. on Claims and Accounts refirst day of May A. D., eighteen hundredand seven- It is of
Latest Styles of
G. Van Schelven, City Clerk.
and after this date, I ty three [1873] in Liber “Z" of Mortgagesin said ofported favorable on the following bills and
fice on page 66 upon which Mortgagethere is claimGents.
recommended payment:
intend to devote to this line of ed to be due, at the date of this notice, the sum of
Misses
J. C. Brayton, survey of River street, ........ $89.00
one hundred and twenty dollarsand sixteen cents
trade the necessary attention, [$180.16]and no salt or proceedings at law, having
•» ........ /85.00
CHILDREN'S WEAR.
H. OosteurIJk, assistingJ. 0. Brayton ........ 3.00
been Instituted to recover the same or any part
L. Breyman,
I* ....... 8,oo
and will keep on
a com- thereof,notice Is therefore herebv given, that on
Onr Intention is to offer these goods at low
the twenty-eight[28th] day of becemher A. D.. price,and we request the trading public to call and
DKALIR8 Of
REPORTS OP CITY OPPICER8.
plete stock of
Granite 1876 at2 o clock in the afternoonof that day, I examine.
shall sell at pnblic auction,to the highest bidder,
Justice Van Schelven made his report
and C. C.
[sale to take place at the front door of the Ottawa
SPECIALTY,
for the month of October.— Filed.
County Circuit Court House. In the City of Grand
The Director of the Poor made his reliberal
to Haven in said County, the premises describedIn
said mortgage, or so much theteof as shall be necport for the month of October; amount
those
buy sets or in large essary to satisfythe amount dne on such mortgage
disbursed, $31.50; accompanied with the
with
sons
short notice
AND
with eight per cent. Interest,and legal costs tofollowing bills:
quantities.
gether
r with an attorney fee of twenty dollars,covWerkman A Sons, .......................... m All kinds of Building Material.
enanted for therein, that la to say. ’the foliowfn*
for Hides.
D.te Roller....:: ..................
iAM
Yellotv

November

Mr,

r I

Hit

fet-CIa

failt

GALL AND SEE HIS

o
W
o

o
W
o

O
M

o
H

o

S

......

w

M

w

A

PRIOEQ VERY LOW.

mmi m,

Jewelry and Variety
Ware,
Ware,

CoM

°i

PUMPS! PUMPS!

sHsilass
AwjfrifSMS’Cffl

and

WILMS,

H.

j?.

PnS

he

Mortgage

Promptly

2-1?

and

Boots

Shoes.

CROCKERY!

the

From

“

„

Ladies,
Youths,

“

“ “ “

AND

hand
White

Hardware, Nails, Glass,

Ware.
deduction

A

Agricultural Implements

CUSTOM WORK A

AND

who

mmm

Cash Paid

Rockingham and

O.

VanPuttenACo ......................

—The

bills

g.oo

were ordered paid and the

“

tt

Ware

re-

port ordered filed.

The

License

Library
Market Square
Fire Dep’t
Poor

o.

65.80
37.86
8.58
425.00
88.95

FOR SALE BY
G. J.

HAVEREATE
AND

$978.16

VAN LANDEGEND
lor

be reported to the Supervisor.

specifi-

cations for |the grading of River street,
providing for the laying of sidewalks one
foot above the grade, be amended so as to

make it six inches.— Carried.
By Aid. IJreyman,

By Aid. Dykema,
Retched, That the copies of the “Birdseye View” of the City of Holland, purchased by the Council,be placed in the
hands of the Mayor for framing and proper distribution.— Carried.

Retolted,That the job of cleaning up,
opening and ditching market street, between Thirteenth and Sixteenthstreet, be
let to G. Daalman, for $19.90.— Carried.

Adjourned.

-

Van Schelven,

-

•

........

Golden Machine

City Clerk.

NOTOE

is

1875.

)

hereby given that the Comthe City of Holland, will

mon Uunojj of

Oil.

BY THE GALLON, Al

DOESBURG.

tnlk

FOR SALE!
HOUSE, STORE

and LOT.

Lot 8, Block 41, belngon the SonthKast corner of Ninth and Market Streets.City of
Holland. The buildingsare all new. It is a desirable location for any kind of hutsiness. Terms
offer for sale

easy.
Hollarz, Mich., March

D. TE

3,

City of Holland, Clerk’s Office. [
4,

of Vessel.

p-

I

River Street Improvement.
November

ROLLER.

1875.

3-tf

tlnn
Ph,al' 8t P»bHC aUCtlon to the highest bidder for cash, and on such
sale duly convey the equal undivided two-thirds
parts of “the 8team Tug or Vessel culled
the Fanny Bhmer of S.ugatJckof the burthen of
twenty and seventy-seven hundredthstons together with two-thirds of all her apparel, furniture and
all other necessariesthereunto appertalnlngand
belonging. or so much thereof as may be necessary

debt, now claimedto amount to
cven hundred and sixty-four dollars and thirtysix cents ($1,164.36)with the Interest and reato satisftr the said

e

sonable expenses.

Dated: October 22nd A. D.

F0F SALE
Owing to Ill-healthI

or

TO

BENT.

offer for sale or 4o rent the

„

CURED

Doors,
Sash,

MORTGAGE SALE.

and
Mouldings

Blinds

Henri D.

in the conditions of
a certain Mortgage, whereby thepowertherelncontaiued to sell has become operative, exe -nted bv
AntonieA. Van der Kolk and Jantje Van der Kolk
/ _fh, 1 w"rran,t ,0 be K°°d. strong and substan
his wife of Holland, Ottawa County State of Mich- nal articles, for a low price,and request every one
In
need of these articlesto come and examine.
igan, parUes of the first part to Eveline Bender of
the City of Holland. Ottawa Connty Mate of MichIf desired I furnish the sash all glared.
igan party of the second part bearing date, the flfLumber and Country Produce taken In exchange
teenth 15th day ol April A. D.. eighteen hundred
for anythingIn my
S. DE BOER.
and seventy one. A. D. 1871 and recorded In the
office of the Register of Deeds, for the County of R»ver
Holland.
Ottawa in said State of Michigan, on the 6th day
Holland, July 14,
--Jan 1
of August A. D. eighteen hundred and seventy five
In Liber No. 7 of Mortgage,on page 222 which said
Mortgage was duly assigned on the twenty-third
day of August A. D. eighteen hundred and seventyfive. by the said Eveline Bender to Hoyt G. Post
of Grand Rapids. Kent Connty Michigan which
said assignmentwas on the second day of September A. D. elghteedhundred and seventy-flve,recorded In said Register’s Office,in Liber No. 4 of
(Opposite C.
S. R. R. Depot.)
Mortgages, on page 127 upon which Mortgage there
is claimedto be due, at the date of this notice, the
sum of one hundred and seventy-seven
dollars and
thirty-five
cents, $177.35,and no suit or proceedis
ings at law, having been Institutedto recover the
same or any part thereof, notice is therefore hereby given, that on Tuetday the twenty-eighth.SB it will
day of Decembernext, A. D. 1875, at two o’clock In
the afternoon, I shall sell at nubile auction, to the
highest bidder, sale to take place at the front door
its
it
of the Ottawa County Circuit Court House, in the
City «f Grand Haven In said County the premises
tip
described in said mortgage,or so u nch thereof as
shall be necessary to satisfy the amount due on
in
““
V, with
mill rc,
vil pur
such mortgage,
seven
per UClll.
cent. UMCrCSI,
Interest, *11(1
and
legal costs, together with an attorney fee of tw entyState.
five dollars,covenantedfor therein, that Is to say
the following piece or parcel of land, situated In
J.
propriOttawa County, ir the State of Mlchlgah, via: All
----- ceruin
---- ---- j--—
taai va which
*»
v
of that
parcel Wof land
Is situated In
gentlethe County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,and etor, is a
is further described as all that part of the West
half w l4, of the South-Eastquarter, s e IK. of section twelve. 12 in township five, 5. north of range
it
for
sixteen, 16 west, which lies north-east from the
State road from Holland, to Grand Haven as it now
his guests.
rnns.
September,30th A. D.1875.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.

line.

Post. Att'y for Mortgage*.

1875.
THE

Phoenix Hotel.
AM. L

most accommodate the

traveling public.

management cannot
be beaten, and for a
top
meal it cannot be excelled
In

“

the

-

•

1

1 I

1

1

Mr.

|

man and will do

fca

Human

Misery.

r„fero

$50

To

all in his

pleasant

Improved Farm

FOR; SALE.
I

want to dispose of an 80 acre farm, worth $8,000
at a great sacrifice.25 acres of this land
Is Improved, and contains 4 acres of
bearing orchard.

CLAY

SOIL.

Location—6 miles south-east of the City of HolM. D. HOWARD,

land.

Cor; 8th and River Streets.
HollandCity, Mich.

May 0th, 1875.

•

Kor?

fu

2nd. Bids shall state the price per cubic
yard, for the hauling,delivery and distribution of the required amount of
• clay and of gravel, for each aeperate)y, and the Common. Council reserves
the right to award each bid seperatc-

Me Vicar, the

very courteous

wiR

'

situated where

This Hotel

Mortgage Sale.
A-

by DR. BOND'S

- -

Street,

DISCOVERY.

>y-

my own manufacture

Milk-Safes,

The Great Cause

CANCER

.

I offer

of

power to make

1875.

FANNY 8HRIVER. Mortgagee.

,

street.

CHEAPforCASH!

D. Post, Attorn*]/ for Mortgagee.

iEtna House, in the City of Holland. Proposals
Default having been made lu the conditions of
to cxrhangc for other property will alio be entera certain mortgage exeented bv Frankie A Mr
tained.
Oeowand NathanielT. McGeorge. bearing 'dare
For further Informationapply to
J'th? VRy ?f,,Jaonarr'
1R?2' nml recorded
In the office of the Rcslster of Deeds for the County
|P. ZALSMAN.
of
Ottawa,
in
the
State
of
Michigan,
on the 29tii
Holland. Mich.
Plui and Specification! for tie Claying
OcL 15, 1875.
Ju»t Published,in a Sealed Kntelo])e.Price fix cent*.
and Gravelingof River Street, in the
A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment and RadiCity of Holland.
cal cure of Seminal Weakness, or Spcrmatorrha-a
power to sell In said mortgage containedh,V be! induced by Sclf-Abuse, Involuntary Emissions Imcome operative,and on which mortgage there is potcncy. Nervous Debility, and Impediments to
1st The average thickness of clay and
Marriage general! v; Consumption, tfpl|epiy, and
gravel to be put on is 9 inches, to-wltFits; Mental and Physical IncapacityAc — Bv
4 inches of clay and 5 inches of gravel
•TeenK^k,’’AcVKKWELL’
M D’'ac‘^ofthe
The clay bed is to be 5 inches thick in
The
world-renowned
author,
in this admirable
the middle of the street and 3 inches
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
. at the sides; the gravel to be 7 inches Remedies, with full directions,sent to any part of
that the awful consegnences of Self-Abuse may
thick in the middle of the street and
be effectuallyremoved without medicine, and withAddress;1*' 8end for Pa®phlet and particulars.
8 inches at the sides; the width to be
out dangeroussurgical operations, bougies, Instnic«e made nnTp^d^tho'Mld'mortem
monts rings or corolals; pointingout a mode of
from 22 to 24 feet, to be determined
Public vendue of
core a once simple, certalpand effectual,by means
hereafter; the quality of the clay and 1 1 BOn, H. B„
Guch Institute, e^^iealtKe,“ de^criMj^tTAntK of which every sufferer,no matter what his conof the gravel to be approved by the
fx! a0nTw^7y Cnre mBC‘f Cheap,y’Pr,vat0*
Common Council before it is put on
the

1874.

20,

4A-McMy

JAKOB MULDER, Mortgage.
II.

8PRIETBMA & BON.

Holland, February

Dated, September 80th A. D. 1875.

MICHIGAN

WranAB Frank R. Bronwer and Thomas 8nHlvan of the City of Holland in the State of Michigan did on the thirtiethday of Augnat in the vear
of our Lord one thousandeight hundred and sixty
nine (A.
make and exeento to Fanny
Shriver, of the City of Buffalo in the S-atcof New
\ork a certa n mortgage for purchase money on all
of the undivided two-third parts of the steam tne
called the Fanny Shriver of Saugatnck, of the burthen of twenty and seventy-seven hundredthstons,
Sash and Doors at Grand Rapids Prices. Orders with the undivided two third parts of all her appurtenances, to secure the payment of three thoufor Drive Wells promptly filled.
sand six hundred and slxty-ilx and slxtv seven
hundredthsdollars($3,666.67)which mortgage
:e was
Eighth Slrstt,
Sollui, Uitli, duly recorded In the United 8ta»es Custom II
Haven. Michigan
Mich
at the port of Grand Haven,
on the
twenty second day
dav of September A.
A. D. 1869 at 3
o’clock p.
..m. In Llher 2 of Mortgages on folio 152
Ac., And whereas by default in payment of the sums
of money secured to be paid by the terms of said
mortgage, n the manner therein provided, the nower of sale in said mortgage contained has become
operative,and no salt or proceedingsat law havng been Institutedto recover the same or any part
thereof, Notice is therefore herebv given that on
he twenty-third day of December In the year of our
J. 0.
I^donethousand eight hundred and seventy-five
Holland, July 7, 1875.
(A. D. 1875) « one o clock in the afternoon of that
day at Centra Wharf so called in the Cltv of

By Aid. Vissers,

G.

MELIS

-

Retched, That the Marshal is hereby instructed to cause the sidewalkon the north
side of Tenth street, near Land street, to
be raised to its proper height— Curried.

Council

.

Mortgage Sale

.

the

&

until further notice.

L.

following described land to-wlt:— Commencing at
a point *1x18] rods and eighteen [18] links North,
four 14] degrees west, and twenty-one[21] rods and
twenty-twoandthree quarters [22M] links. North
eighty-six [86] degrees, and thirty 8i» minutes East
from the centre ol Land and Tenth street. Thence
North four 4 degrees West, Eight 8 rods, to stake
number one 1 thence hack to starting point
Thence North clghty-aix 86 degrees, thirty 80 minotes cast, five 5 rods. Thence North four 4 degrees
West seven 7 rods twenty-onelinks, thence West
along division line lo sUke number one, and conUining one eighth of an acre of land more or less,
according to the reedded map of lot three 8 Block
A, of the City of Holland, subject to leave .fourteen 14 feet North and South running along the
South side of said lot for a public road.

Default having been made

Rwofmf, That the City Aftorneybe instructed to draw up an ordinancecreating
the office of Deputy City Marshal and to
prescribe his duties.— Carried.

Flieman,
Resolved, That so much of

18,00;

HOLLAND, -

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
By Aid. Kanters,

Aid.

1875.

IRON CORN SHELLERS

The Board of Special Assessors presented the special assessment roll for
Eighth street.— Conflm.ed and ordered to

By

J.Vaarwerk.

burrals

Fund .........................
$20401
Eighth Street
- 148
76

Dog

large supplies.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10,

City Treasurerpresented his report
for the month of October, showing the
following balances on hand:

General

in

on

°

$10,000

to

house

Movma.

(WkJ.
***•*

U.. been Inve.W In Stock Privlle„e„„dp.id

»° l»«t

900 cm. PROFIT
•'Bo.
Do IV on Well
to

Address the Publishers. ;

,eDt,(hM1

Tumtridg* $ Co., Bankers A Brokers* Wall 8t.N.

aV

Y

Dated Holland, August 85th, A. D. 1875

ALBERT BOEZEL, Mortgagee.
A. D. Griswold, AWy for Mortgagee.

Cha’s

J. c.

187 Bowetit, New

Klein & Co.

York; Post Oflco Box.

5486

J. Quartel,
Would rrepectfallfInform the Pnblic of this Chy
and vicinitythat he Is frillyprepared at any time to
move and raise houses, barns, or other bnlldlngr.
All my work will be1 done satisfactorily
:torily and oon
short notice.

5-ljr.

Holland, June 10, 1875.

J.

QUARTEL.
17-tf

